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ABSTRACT
The Bievre's 36-kilometer course stretches from the southwest of Paris near Satin-Quentin-en-
Yvelines through numerous towns before disappearing into the urban hydraulic network upon its
approach to Paris's dense urban core. Recent plans to restore the stream and uncover its buried
sections outside of the core have lead to current plans to reintroduce the stream within Paris
proper. Analysis of the environmental history and recent restoration efforts leading up to current
plans helps to understand the motivation for such an impressive project.
Despite the omnipresence of stream restoration practice in the world today, very few projects are
comparable in scope and ambition to the restoration of the Bievre stream in Paris, France. This
thesis explores the extent to which a city fixated for centuries on its domination of nature through
architecture and civil engineering is prepared to go to assimilate natural processes into the urban
sphere. Through analysis of comparable projects in other cities, the degree to which all urban
streams are capable of becoming ecologically-functional will be examined.
Thesis Supervisor: Anne Whiston Spirn
Title: Professor of Landscape Architecture and Planning
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Introduction
Efforts to restore natural elements in urban environments are increasingly abundant
throughout the world, but not all seek to incorporate the ecological functions of the land forms
that they are attempting to restore. Diverting storm water runoff or water features from a newly
created park directly into the sewer system when that water might be used to irrigate plants or
recharge ground water is one example of a lack of attention to the ecological functions of the
hydrological cycle. In this thesis, I will argue that the successful restoration of an urban stream
should involve the integration of its potential ecological functions, not merely the improvement
of its appearance. By analyzing several urban stream restoration projects that have integrated
ecological functions, I will identify the measures and means for success which can be applied to
all stream restoration projects, particularly the restoration of the Bievre.
The Bievre is a 36-kilometer stream that meanders from the southwest of Paris through
numerous towns before its bed becomes buried and flow diverted outside Paris's dense urban
core. The environmental history of the Bievre illuminates the perpetual exploitation and gradual
destruction of the stream's ecological functions over two millennia. Repeatedly drained,
polluted, diverted and channelized, segments of the Bievre's course, including its entire Parisian
stretch, were finally buried around the turn of the twentieth century. Efforts to restore the Bievre
in the 1960s began with a campaign to conserve the stream's exurban source in the Bievre Valley
watershed. The Friends of the Bievre Valley was formed in 1962 to protect the valley of the
Bievre from development. Since 1981, their sponsorship of an annual walk, which attracts
thousands of participants each year, has been a highly successful part of their campaign in raising
awareness for the stream. As restoration efforts and awareness have increased, the water quality
of the Bievre has been improved, and its banks reanimated with recreational fishing and leisure
activities. Attention to some ecological functions has become a focal point for several projects
carried out in the last few years.
The current plans to uncover and rejuvenate portions of the Bievre in Paris are the most
recent focus in the stream restoration effort. In the design phase for three years, these plans have
evolved considerably in terms of the amount of attention paid to incorporating ecological
functions. Initially deemed impossible in such a densely developed setting, recreating a
naturalized streambed to allow the Bievre to carry out its hydrological cycle and provide habitat
for fish and wildlife is now considered feasible by some.
This thesis will compare the different plans for stream restoration of the Bievre inside
Paris and examine the feasibility of integrating ecological functions in this highly urbanized
context. This will demonstrate the extent to which all urban stream restorations are capable of
incorporating some degree of ecological functions. In addition, it will reveal what elements
other than technical feasibility are fundamental to seeing such projects through to completion.
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Note on Nature
The subject of this thesis has required me to reflect on different ways in which the word
nature is defined. As my personal definition of nature and those of the numerous institutions
presented in this thesis are pertinent to my approach to the Bievre's restoration, I would like to
be explicit about what the word nature means to me.
Defining nature is not a simple task. When asked to define the word for the first time last
September on the first day of a seminar at MIT titled "Urban Nature and City Design," I gave the
following definition: Nature is everything that does not depend on the presence of human kind
in order to exist. While this definition did not include humans and their material creations, I
soon learned that many people did count the human world as part of nature. In reflecting on this,
I realized that I do acknowledge that humans as creatures are part of the universe and have
evolved to their current state, just like all other species on the planet that I do consider part of
nature. This obviously conflicted with my personal definition of nature, possibly due to my
conditioning to deny humans' inclusion in the theory of evolution through my Catholic
upbringing. To resolve this, another word to describe the universe without human existence may
be necessary. Until I find that word, I will continue referring to nature as the physical world
without humans for one main reason: my desire to treat humans separately.
Ultimately, my need to separate humans and their influence from the rest of the physical
world is important to the project discussed in this thesis. All living organisms exploit their
surroundings for self-benefit. Humans do not do any different, but their ability to have greater
influence on the universe makes me want to consider their existence and influence separately.
Throughout this thesis, I used the words ecological functions, nature and natural interchangeably
to describe processes that occur without the presence of humankind. I used them not so much
because humans are less a part of the universe than other species are, but because they are more
disruptive than any other species. Aiming to minimize human impact on the universe has always
been one of my priorities; and thus identifying that impact and separating it from nature is
necessary.
The words nature and natural have different meanings to different people. One major
difference is in the inclusion or exclusion of human kind and the material things it creates. For
the purposes of this thesis, nature will be addressed as the phenomena of the physical world
collectively, minus the presence of human kind. This definition responds to my purpose of
acknowledging human kind's ubiquitous influence on the physical world. In the interest of
sponsoring greater appreciation of the natural world, this thesis explores one way in which
humans can minimize their impact on other species and the landforms they inhabit.
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Chapter 1: Exploring the Role of Ecological Functions in Urban Stream Restoration
There is a phenomenal resiliency in the mechanisms of the earth. A river or lake is almost never dead. If you give it
the slightest chance... then nature usually comes back.
- Rene Dubos 19811
Restoring Urban Streams: Compensating for Past Destruction
Urban streams take many forms, from underground culverts and semi-encased canals to
naturalized and natural streams. Regardless of their present watercourse, all streams once flowed
freely through countryside. All streams carried out more or less the same functions in their
relation to the land, the hydrological cycle, marine and wildlife habitat until urbanization
drained, rerouted, polluted and covered many of them. They became subordinated to
humankind's domination of the landscape. Open rivers became canalized - concrete-sided, often
concrete-bottomed, and victim to major water-extraction and oil pollution from road runoff.
Some cities chose the technological solution of sewerizing their polluted rivers rather than
2
addressing the polluters, and then exported this model as progress. The same actions were
carried out in smaller cities and suburbs, where natural water flow was covered and subordinated
for the sole benefit of human needs. Now, after centuries of neglect, with better understanding
of the negative impacts of our actions, we are confronted with the challenge of reversing them.
The need to reintegrate lost natural streams, design with nature, and create new environments
that improve rather than degrade over time is the focus of this chapter. While numerous
approaches to nature reclamation exist, it is vital that all projects be conceived with the ultimate
goal of restoring ecological functions to natural systems. The best compensation for the loss of
such functions as a result of human interventions is to bring them back. As if this were not
enough, the human benefits of ecological functions are well established.3
This chapter critiques the common practice of urban stream restoration projects that does
not aim to reestablish an ecologically-functional stream. In the interest of contextualizing the
Bievre's restoration in Paris, the practice of urban stream restoration projects will be examined.
1 Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group. 1998. Stream Corridor Restoration: Principles,
Processes, and Practices. (Adopted as Part 653 of the National Engineering Handbook, USDA-Natural Resources
Conservation Service) p. 1-1
2 "Still waters: Re-imagining London's rivers (Fleet, Wandle, Walbrook and Effra)," 1992
PLATFORM Website: Promoting Creative Processes of Democratic Engagement to Advance Democratic and
Social Justice. http://www.platformlondon.org/water.htm
3 Such benefits are thoroughly explored in: Anne Whiston Spirn, The Granite Garden and Ian McHarg, Design with
Nature, among others.
The principles of stream corridor restoration will be used to identify the ecological functions
upon which the success of all restoration projects should be based. An exploration of the wide
variety of urban stream restoration projects will reveal the kinds of projects that are most
comparable and applicable to the Bievre's restoration. Two restoration projects, one in Zurich,
Switzerland and the other in Seoul, South Korea will be examined according to their
accommodation of the ecological functions presented previously. Ultimately, the extent to which
ecological integrity can be re-established in dense urban environments will be demonstrated.
Stream Corridor Restoration
The most straightforward way to redress the devastation inflicted by human intervention
on a natural stream is to attempt to return the stream to its original state. Although the original
state cannot always be identified, numerous examples of streams that have remained relatively
undisturbed by humans may serve as models. Based on these streams and the studies that have
been done on them, key traits present in all natural streams can be identified. These traits
constitute a stream's ecological functions and can be used to define the criteria of successful
stream restoration.
The field of landscape ecology focuses on the interrelations between all forms of life and
the physical characteristics of landforms. It asks the question "Given that humanity is now in
charge of most of the land surface, and responsible for it, what designs of the terrestrial
landscape are best for the rest of life, and therefore for us?"4 A substantial concentration within
the field is devoted to restoring and conserving these landforms in order to establish sustainable
relationships among the life forms that inhabit them, namely humans and all other species. The
practice of stream corridor restoration is one way of reestablishing equilibrium in the
environment. The practice has developed substantially over the past few decades and today is
carried out in a rather methodical fashion.
Among the most comprehensive presentations of the practice is the Stream Corridor
Restoration Handbook5 , which outlines several key functions that are essential to any successful
stream restoration. Fundamentally, the report establishes the best and worst case scenarios in
restoring not only the stream, but the larger flood plain corridor in which they lie. These
4 Forman, Richard T.T. 1995, Land Mosaics: the Ecology of landscapes and regions, p. xiv
5 This 637-page manual on stream restoration is the most complete work to date, combining scholarship from
numerous sources. Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group, Stream Corridor Restoration:
Principles, Processes, Practices.
corridors are complex ecosystems that include the land, plants, animals and network of streams
within them. They perform a number of ecological functions such as modulating stream flow,
storing water, removing harmful materials from water, and providing habitat for aquatic and
terrestrial plants and animals. The union of the stream and its floodplain corridor is the most
ecologically integral state, representing a self-sustaining ecosystem. The corridor enhances the
stream's habitat functions and controls its erosion, while the corridor depends on the stream for
enriched soil water, and marine organisms serving as the basis of the food chain. The presence
of a textured streambed, permeable surfaces and meandering path are all dependent on the
interrelationship between the stream and its floodplain corridor. According to landscape
ecologist Richard Forman, streams serve as crucial wildlife corridors where the majority of
species interaction occurs. He argues that these corridors should be the primary target for
preservation and restoration in at-risk landscapes, as they are essential to maintaining
biodiversity.'
Stream Corridor Restoration projects often utilize a methodology developed in the early
90s by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) called the Proper Functioning Condition (PFC).
These guidelines and procedures serve to assess whether a stream riparian area is functioning
properly in terms of its hydrology, landform/soils, channel characteristics, and vegetation. They
are useful as a baseline analysis of stream condition and physical function, which is essential
prior to development of restoration plans and selection of restoration approaches. Ultimately,
they provide information critical to determining the "health" of a riparian ecosystem. The PFC
procedure is currently a standard baseline assessment for stream/riparian surveys for the Bureau
of Land Management, and Proper Functioning Condition is beginning to be used by the U.S.
Forest Service in the West. The following are definitions of proper function as set forth by the
PFC assessment. Riparian-wetland areas are functioning properly when adequate vegetation,
landform, or large woody debris is present to:
1. Dissipate stream energy associated with high waterflows, thereby reducing
erosion and improving water quality.
2. Filter sediment, capture bedload, and aid floodplain development.
3. Improve floodwater retention and ground water storage.
4. Develop root masses that stabilize streambanks against cutting action.
6 bid.,p.I-1
7 Classnotes, Landscape Ecology, Richard Forman, October 2003
5. Develop diverse ponding and channel characteristics to provide the habitat and
the water depth, duration, and temperature necessary for fish production,
waterfowl breeding, and other uses.
6. Support greater biodiversity.8
These guidelines can be extrapolated to define criteria for urban stream restoration projects. As
the focus of this thesis involves a stream in France, however, consideration of stream restoration
methodology and standards in Europe are pertinent. The Evaluation tools of the Quality of
Water (SEQ) developed by the Minister of Ecology and Sustainable Development define
elements of healthy streams similar to those created by the US Bureau of Land Management.
The principal functions evaluated are habitat for flora and fauna, potential auto-repair, natural
regulation of low water level, annual floods, and exchange with water table. The tools also call
for an amelioration of water quality in all streams and groundwater in Europe by 2015.9
Ecological Functions for Urban Stream Restoration
Landscape ecologists often insist that restoring streams in environments where a
continuous corridor is no longer possible is futile. They claim that maintaining biodiversity as
isolated habitats in urban environments is not sustainable.' 0 Despite the prominence of this
opinion, there is tremendous incentive to overcome the challenges of restoring streams within
densely settled human environments. Urban streams can build civic spirit and relationships
among local residents, reconnect people to nature through the look, feel, and smell of open water
and riparian vegetation, provide recreational amenities, create or link urban greenways and paths
for pedestrians and bicyclists, or serve as an "outdoor laboratory" for local schools."'
Responsible ways to restore some degree of ecological integrity along with these objectives are
sought. As the presence of numerous ecological functions in stream corridors is indicative of
overall stream health, these functions can be used as criteria in assessing all approaches to stream
restoration, even when complete stream corridor restoration is unachievable.
Urban stream restoration should maintain objectives of stream corridor restoration while
allowing some leeway for the challenges of urban environments. The variability in the difficulty
in restoring streams in cities is great, with some streams having a corridor while others have no
exposure to daylight. While urban and suburban settings often lack the space necessary for a
8 Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group, 7: 39-40
9 Agence de l'Eau. Les Outils d'Evaluation de la Quantite des Cours d'Eau (SEQ) 1999, p.6
'0 Classnotes, Landscape Ecology, Richard Forman, September 2003
" Rocky Mountain Institute, Daylighting, IV-V
corridor, their streams can still be restored to some degree of ecological integrity. Urban stream
restoration is not merely stream restoration in urban environments. According to professional
practice, the addition of the word 'urban' also signifies a considerable reduction in compliance
with stream corridor restoration principles. Whereas stream corridor restoration clearly strives to
restore ecological integrity, urban stream restoration does not. The complexity of projects and
ability to exploit urban streams for a variety of benefits are both responsible for this. Despite its
challenges, however, urban stream restoration should aim to restore a stream's original state.
The ecological approach of stream corridor restoration can be extrapolated to formulate criteria
for successful urban restoration projects. Among the numerous ecological functions of streams
and stream corridors, four are crucial to maintaining an ecologically-functional stream.
1) A stream should be continuous, part of a network of streams and connected to
its watershed
2) A stream should provide for the hydrological cycle (movement of water
through air, soil, plants via evaporation-precipitation-absorption): exchange
between groundwater and stream flow
3) A stream should provide for pollutant filtration and erosion prevention
4) A stream should provide habitat for fish and wildlife (vegetation cover along
stream banks, water quality suitable for marine life)
These functions, which constitute my definition of ecological integrity, take into account the
Proper Function Condition. While the presence of all four is necessary for achieving success,
some functions can only be achieved one at a time. Although the traditional stream corridor
restoration approach (PFC) procedure defines streams without floodplains (when a floodplain
would normally be present) as nonfunctional, many streams that lose their floodplains through
incision or encroachment still retain ecological functions. The importance of a floodplain needs
to be assessed in view of the site-specific aquatic and riparian community. In urban
environments, it is likely that all or most of a stream's flood plain will be lacking. Nevertheless,
these ecological functions regroup the most characteristic features of streams and can be applied
individually or collectively. While their combined presence greatly contributes to a stream's
ability to remain healthy, improved stream functionality can result the presence of one ecological
function. Attention to water quality, for example, can lead to the development of marine life.
" SCR 7-40
Urban Stream Restoration: Differing definitions, objectives, incentives
Urban Stream Restoration is a widely used term to describe numerous approaches to
projects that involve work carried out on urban streams. While ideas of re-establishing the
natural state of a stream or river are a common objective, many projects are not conceived with
this goal in mind. Economic incentives are often the most persuasive in initiating projects. A
restored stream is perceived as an infrastructure investment that can often attract new interest in
a formerly neglected area, much like an urban renewal project can. In other cases, projects are
initiated by triggers; factors that make the current state of the stream disadvantageous to the
quality of life in a neighborhood.
Daylighting is a term used to describe projects that deliberately expose some or all of the
flow of a previously covered stream.13 Although project objectives range, the removal of the
stream from underground pipes and culverts usually aims to restore some of the form and
function of the historic stream. This indicates that it is the most profound form of stream
14restoration, recreating a surface waterway where nothing exists now . Daylighting projects are
carried out for numerous reasons, and often the restoration of ecological functions are not the
motivating factor, largely due to economic reasons. Often they can only be achieved if a
considerable economic rationale can be used to justify projects. Stream restoration becomes
increasingly challenging as the amount of constituents increase. In a dense urban environment, it
is not possible to accommodate solely plant and animal habitat, as the stream may also serve as a
place for recreation.
The recent daylighting of Providence's river was carried out as part of a downtown
redevelopment district plan, which called for the creation of cultural programs along the stream.
Unfortunately, ecological functions were not valued at all in this case, and consequently the city
has a new urban amenity that does not fulfill its ecological role as a water body. Throughout the
growing season, ashes from WaterFire are repeatedly released into the water, clouding the water
and preventing marine life from developing. It could be said that to label such a project as
restoration would be inaccurate: uncovering an urban waterway in itself is not a restoration; the
accompanying practices that make the waterway resemble a true stream determine this.' 5
13 RMI, Daylighting, p. IV
" Richard Pinkham, Stream Restoration and Daylighting: Opportunities in the Pittsburg Region, 2002, p.5
15 Barnaby Evans Presentation of WaterFire, Events Places, September 2003
While the term "stream restoration" indicates attention to re-establishing a naturalistic
form, the details and incentives of each project do not always lead to this approach. Streams are
restored for many different reasons, some of which have no ecological intentions. The following
statement as issued by the United States Environmental Protection Agency concerning
restoration work being done on the Chicago River:
"Where urban rivers are concerned, "restoration" can be broadly defined. While a
return to some form of ecological health is highly desired, successful restoration
of an urban river is not limited to a return to ecological integrity. "Restoration" in
an urban setting is inevitably linked to a range of goals: safety, recreation, flood
and waste water storage and conveyance, as well as economic development.
Indeed, improving an urban river in terms of any of these goals can be a step
stone to achieving ecological goals." 16
Contrary to this statement, ecological integrity should be the ultimate objective of every urban
stream restoration project, even if it is not the first priority the end result. To aim for greater
integrity demonstrates commitment to making up for the damage humans have caused.
"Restoration practitioners share simultaneously in the good fortune and responsibility of
participating in a new endeavor -stepping beyond the current concept of natural resources
conservation to a newer concept of restoring the living environment to an ecologically viable
condition - to create places that improve rather than degrade over time." 7 As natural systems,
streams have this ability which would be beneficial to urban environments where degradation is
natural.
Considering the challenges posed by dense urban environments, the following definition
presents a realistic vision for urban stream restoration, applicable to any project:
Stream restoration is the process of intentionally compensating for damage by
humans to the biodiversity and dynamics of indigenous ecosystems by working
with and sustaining natural regenerating processes in ways which lead to the re-
establishment of sustainable and healthy relationships between nature and
culture. 18
This definition does not insist upon a return to the natural state of the stream, but accounts for the
inevitable presence of humans in the environment. Projects striving to embrace this approach
can achieve successful restoration within human-dominated environments. A successful urban
stream restoration project should restore the ecological functions of the stream and its flood plain
16 US Department of Environmental Protection on Chicago River,
w ww.epa.gov/owow/watershed/Proceed/vonklan.htm
1 SCR, p. i
18 Ann Riley, Restoring Streams in Cities, p.27
within the larger context of the watershed. Successful urban stream restoration should begin
with the goal of eradicating the stream of all major human-induced nuisances. Reestablishing at
least some of the stream's ecological functions should be sought: continuous flow as part of a
watershed, its hydrological cycle which accounts for the exchange between groundwater and
stream flow and enables the stream to support marine life, and its vegetation cover along stream
banks which provide erosion control and habitat. The opportunities for ecological enhancement
are plentiful.
Assessing Several Projects of Urban Stream Restoration
Cities all over the world are rediscovering water. Since the end of the nineteenth century,
economic and social practices directly linked to water have been progressively driven to ignore
the ecological functions of urban streams and rivers. Local authorities have learned to manage
them in a uniform manner or to cover them pure and simple for reasons of hygiene, protection
against flooding, and space availability (urbanization, transportation infrastructure, parking, etc.)
Today, certain cities are reconciling with their hydrographic network as recent realizations attest:
opening of stream and river banks to the public, embellishment of quays, development of
streambeds, and use of rainwater basins for leisure or elements of urban animation. The
movement is the product of a general evolution of the politics of water that has had to integrate
new concerns beyond the simple satisfaction of priority needs such as a healthy supply of water,
protection against flooding or maintenance of public hygiene via evacuation of wastewater. The
management of water has had to open itself to new demands and to new uses privileging
everyday functions and quality of life (leisure, urban animation, nautical sports, etc.). 19
Most importantly, cities have had to take into account increasing populations' demands
on already overcharged hydrological systems. Weaknesses in these systems have been assessed
while sustainable development practices become more and more common. Such practices focus
on smarter use of resources, including the innate water filtration properties of certain plants. The
following cases illustrate how ecological integrity has been a guiding force to restore urban
streams. In light of the Bievre's restoration in Paris, they present two equally ambitious
programs for reintroducing long-extinct natural systems into the urban fabric.
19 Centre d'Enseignement et de Recherche pour la Gestion des Ressources Naturelles et de l'Environnement. Des
Villes Rgdecouvrent l'Eau. 1987
The Brook Concept in Zurich, Switzerland
The city of Zurich has historically been crossed by numerous mountain streams fed by
snowmelt from the adjacent Alps. Although urban land uses lead to their demise as early as the
eighteenth century, the streams originally provided habitat and charged the region's water table.
With the intense population growth of Swiss cities in the second half of the twentieth century,
eleven suburbs were added to the city of Zurich alone. Nearly 100 kilometers of streams were
diverted into the sewage system to accommodate new streets and provide space for development.
As the sealing of ground surface increased, more and more flood disasters occurred as more and
more water was diverted into the sewers. Zurich became a sterile city where all elements of
nature and recreational areas were restricted to private gardens and public parks. The sewerized
streams brought unpolluted rainwater into the purification plants which increased operational
costs and diminished the efficiency of the water cleaning process.2
In 1985, the Division of City Planning and Urban Design of the City of Zurich initiated a
brook project program containing guidelines and recommendations for the opening or
revitalization of 50 brooks on city grounds. The main goals were to redevelop the spaces
between the buildings, to raise ecological efficacy and to separate rain water from used water in
the sewerage. By 1998, 34 brooks with a total length of over 12 kilometers had been altered and
the "brook concept" deemed a definitive element of the city's development policy. Part of a
larger effort to of the city to embrace sustainable development, the revalorization of unsealed
ground surface was deemed crucial to restoring ecological integrity within the city. The brook
was seen as offering an important element in the context of buildings and sealed areas which
served the well-being of the population.
The Brook Concept was initiated with a broad approach to daylighting the urban streams.
Two different types of restoration approaches were used: recreating naturalized, unsealed
channels where space permitted and open-air, sealed and canalized channels where the dense
urban fabric prevented stream bank recreation. The latter were often placed in playgrounds and
parks where space was available and where links to meadow-type nature were prominent.
Conversely, canalized water courses were located in dense residential areas where streets and
houses restricted space. These channels were strictly defined, though arranged stones provided
2 Franz Eberhard, Almut Eger and Pia Anttila, Social and Cultural Aspects of Sustainable Consumption in Zurich.
ZZurich, 1997. pp 10-12. Presented at Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) Workshop on Encouraging Local
Initiatives Towards Sustainable Consumption Patterns. 2-4 February, 1998, Vienna, Austria.
habitat for plants and small marine life. These brooks were referred to as "not fast running water
streams but natural brooks in a defined channel". Both types of brooks contribute to the specific
character of the surrounding residential areas and testify to the concept's attention to establishing
a stream system. Each individual watercourse's situation was analyzed to achieve a successful
planning. Important factors are the amount of circulating pedestrian and vehicular traffic, the
existence of pavements on walkways, and the location of trees and vegetation.
Attention to ecological functions is evident throughout this project. Despite the
limitation of dense urban development, the brook concept has been successful in creating
different spaces for flora and fauna, filtering storm runoff from entering the sewer system, and
reconnecting parts of the city to its water table. Locally, a higher air humidity and air circulation
was achieved, giving a comfortable temperature and reducing air pollution. In addition, the
plants along the streams and the evaporation of water influence the climate in a positive way.
"The bigger a city is, the more important it is that not only human beings live in it. Urban brook
projects are one part of the efforts for the ecological enrichment in town."21
This project represents a highly developed approach to urban stream restoration. The only
downsides are that not all streams can assume the meadow format because of space limitations.
The canalized form is much less conformant to ecological functions, with no exchange between
the stream and the groundwater. Space limitations also prevent this system from being able to
accommodate heavy storm runoff or flooding. The city's traditional sewer system continues to
be relied upon in this case.
Uncovering the Cheonggyecheon River in Seoul, South Korea
The Cheonggyecheon River in Seoul, South Korea originates in two mountains at the
city's edge before flowing into Seoul's major river, the Hangang. As early as 1394, when Seoul
became Korea's capital, the stream's ecological integrity was disintegrating as the result of
human-centered interventions. Over the next six centuries, the stream was repeatedly dredged,
straightened, and canalized to facilitate its use a sewer. With the escalation of pollution and
flooding problems, the river was covered in the 1920s, used as a road in the 1940s and finally
built upon in the 1960s. The elevated Cheonggyecheon Expressway was constructed in 1967 to
2 Ibid. p. 12
provide an artery to connect the city to its outskirts. A solution to promote the city's expansion,
it was made possible by the absence of development in the stream corridor.
A plan to dismantle the expressway, which fell into disrepair after only a few decades of
use, and uncover the Cheonggyecheon, was created by the city in the late 1990s. The result of a
combination of a citywide interest in promoting ecological integrity and the need to do
something with the deteriorating expressway, the project's objectives were unleashed and
promoted rapidly. Although the restoration has yet to be completed, the expressway has been
disabled and stream partially uncovered.
The restoration calls for the daylighting of the stream's entire five kilometer urban
stretch. With the highway's destruction, space will be created on either side of the stream for
stream banks and recreational space. Plans call for the creation of vegetation alongside the
stream and water quality within the stream suitable for marine life. According to the project
director, "More important than anything else is the restoration of the ecology that used to be
there. Life will be restored and the quality of the water flowing will improve as it will be
purified in high quality water treatment systems coming from the Hangang River and
underground."2 2 According to the project description, the three functions of the
Cheonggyecheon can be defined as water-utilization, flood control, and environmental
protection.
In addition to environmental objectives, the project aims to incorporate historical
elements into the new stream course, such as the conservation of a few pieces of the destroyed
highway which are symbolic of the expressway in the modernization of Korea. The project is
expected to create a major new tourist destination, as well as a popular recreation area for Seoul
residents. Further, it is expected to attract considerable commercial investment at the cost of
displacing a portion of the historically disadvantaged population currently residing there.
22 Gwon Suk-pyo, Chairman of Civil Committee. The Dream and Hope of Seoul, The Restoration of the
Cheonggyecheon Stream, 2001
Cheonggyecheon Expressway in downtown Seoul; Proposed restoration of Cheonggyecheon stream
Despite its intent to establish some form of ecological integrity in the heart of Seoul, the
plans and literature describing the project show more attention to creating an urban park and
open space than to integrating ecological functions into the city's infrastructure. The fact that no
water remains in the streambed beneath the expressway is the project's greatest challenge and
opportunity, but the plan calls for the diversion and purification of water from another river into
the Cheonggyecheon. The clean water is essential if the stream is expected to serve as recreation
and habitat which will be added to the stream in the form of fish. With regards to the criteria for
successful urban stream restoration, continuous flow as part of a watershed will not be achieved,
although the hydrological cycle will be partially fulfilled with some exchange between
groundwater and stream flow. Marine and wildlife habitats will be established with water
quality control and vegetative stream banks, the latter also serving as erosion control and
pollution filtration.23 Although the Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project does not fully execute
all ecological functions, its focus on reestablishing the original state of the stream is noteworthy.
The Vieille Mer in Seine-Saint Denis, France
The Vieille Mer originates in the Oise River Valley northeast of Paris and traverses the
low-lying areas of the dipartement of Seine-Saint Denis. Fed by several smaller streams, it
ultimately serves a catchment basin of 200km2 . This area, known as the Plain de France, was
originally marshy until the stream was slowly transformed into an open sewer. Artisan,
industrial, and urban activities developed though the turn of the twentieth century, occupying the
stream's banks and exploiting the flow of water for energy and waste release. As urbanization
23 Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project website: http://www.metro.seoul.kr/kor2000/chungaehome/en/seoul/
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continued, the stream became incommodante, or inconvenient, and was covered in the 1960s. It
then became an outlet for rain water runoff, transporting water and pollutants along its six
kilometer stretch before its confluence with the Seine.24
The Vielle Mer of today is covered along 95% of its course. The regulation of its flow
has improved over the past few decades with rain water collection in retention basins and the
creation of a separate sewer system for runoff and used water. Runoff is no longer released
directly into the stream, but treated at a purification plant. With clean water flowing in the
covered Vieille Mer since the 1990s, the Regional Council of Seine-Saint Denis has become
interested in daylighting the stream. Early feasibility studies showed that the stream was never
embanked and built upon, reducing the difficulty of uncovering it and its capacity to support
ecological functions.
Preliminary plans for the Vieille Mer involve the uncovering of the stream along its entire
stretch with the exception of the infrastructure crossings that will be maintained. As some places
are more constrained than others, the stream's width and treatment will vary from narrow,
concrete-sided portions to much wider, naturalized stream beds. This latter treatment will
provide the greatest opportunities for plant and wildlife habitat, but the plans also depict
plantings within the concrete sections.
With regard to the criteria for successful urban stream restoration, this treatment will
accommodate most of the ecological functions. First and foremost, the stream's continuity will
be reestablished between the treatment plant and the Seine. While this will provide a continuous
habitat for all marine life, it will not reconnect the Vieille Mer to its entire network of streams.
The treatment plant's location prevents untreated waters from northern communes from joining
the Vieille Mer, and thus restricts greater continuity. The project will, however, provide for
other aspects of the hydrological cycle, notably the movement of water through air, soil, plants
via evaporation-precipitation-absorption. This exchange between groundwater and stream flow
is imperative to establishing habitat for fish and wildlife. Lastly, the sanitation system in
creation since the early 1990s will provide for pollutant filtration and erosion prevention.
Although this is the only aspect of the project to be realized, the proven feasibility of the others
and the government's dedication to them makes this a promising project.
2D6partement de la Seine-Saint Denis, A la d6couverte de la Vieille Mer : Etude de faisabilit6 pour la remise au
jour d'une riviere en Seine-Saint Denis, 2003, pp. 1-12
The attention to ecological functions in all of these projects is indicative of successful
urban stream restoration projects. While other examples of urban stream restoration exist, very
few compare in magnitude to these two projects. The previous state of the streams within very
densely settled environments make them comparable to the plan to reestablish the Bievre in
Paris. Discussion of the plans for this project in Chapter Four will reexamine the similarities and
differences of these projects. Other cities are also contemplating the daylighting of their urban
streams, but no others have reached the implementation phase. Several daylighting projects have
been carried out in American cities, such as in Denver, Colorado, but these projects are most
often found in suburban or low-density urban environments, where space is available to re-open
a stream corridor.25 The challenge of reintegrating an ecologically functional stream within the
extenuating circumstances of an urban environment will be explored in greater detail throughout
this thesis.
Ecological Potential for All Urban Streams
This chapter demonstrates that ecological integrity, as defined by the presence of
ecological functions, can be achieved in varying degrees within a dense urban context. The
aspiration to integrate ecological functions and to think creatively instead of favoring past
approaches are crucial to success. Although cities remain equipped to deal with water in the
conventional way, this should not preclude change. Developing countries in many ways are
fortunate to not have been subjected to twentieth century urbanism. 26 Modem civil engineering
may be capable of mastering humans' desired intervention on the land, but current practices do
not aim to create new environments that improve rather than degrade over time. Now is the time
for new, ecological approaches to formulate and set precedent for a new, more sustainable
urbanism. Streams and rivers can be restored for various reasons such as economic development
while still accommodating ecological considerations. Since ecological integrity is not in contrast
with the qualities that make a water environment pleasant to humans, its integration is highly
feasible. The urban design is challenging, but not unattainable. Preliminary study of exemplary
25 Ann Riley's book, Restoring Streams in Cities, presents numerous daylighting projects throughout the US.
Although she discusses principles and incentives for projects which are comparable to the cases introduced in this
chapter, the setting in which they are located are dissimilar.
26 The marked process of urbanization in most countries and especially in the developing world is causing
exponentially increasing pressures on the available water resources. The sanitary and ecological problems arising
from high human concentrations and their disposal of waste pose formidable challenges. Paris Statement of the
Symposium on Water, the City and Urban Planning, UNESCO, Paris, 10-11 April 1997.
cases indicates that the ecological functions of a stream and the inner workings of an urban
environment are not mutually exclusive.
Certain criteria are easier to achieve than others. The most difficult criterion is the
reestablishment of a stream's former continuity. Reconnecting any water course to its tributaries
and sources requires land availability that is hard to come by in densely settled urban
environments. Some marine habitat can be established with minimal water quality, but most life
is contingent upon the provision of a range of species within the same food chain. This may be
gradually achieved, however, starting with plant species that can live in the most polluted water.
In retention basins, for example, reeds often thrive off of nitrogen-rich water. Their consumption
of nutrients that are toxic to other life forms allows other plants and animals to develop.
All urban streams should preliminarily be treated with the same criteria for restoration as
non-urban ones. Despite the added difficulty in integrating a naturalized stream corridor, some
ecological functions are attainable. Exploiting the beauty of flowing water as solely an aesthetic
element without considering its hydrological cycle or habitat potential is not successful stream
restoration. Streams have greater purposes to serve than as places of leisure and recreation or as
ideal locations for commercial centers. To not take advantage of the ecological functions of a
stream is to ignore its true potential. Streams in cities should improve the flow and sanitation of
water. Ecological integrity is not often the first priority, but it can become the ultimate goal as
the project moves along.
The next few chapters will examine the restoration of the Bievre stream in Paris, France,
and its approach on incorporating ecological functions. Before analyzing the details of recent
restoration efforts, it is important to consider the environmental history of the stream. Chapter
Two will describe the perpetual exploitation and gradual destruction of the stream's ecological
functions over two millennia.
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Chapter 2: The Bievre: Environmental History of the Seine's only Parisian Affluent
The Bievre has been an important influence on the development of the urban form of
Paris and its periphery for over 2000 years. The history of the city's protection, resources,
production, land use, social order, and environmental activism are all associated with the
evolution of the Bievre during the two millennia it has existed alongside human inhabitation of
the region.
Map by Cassini showing entire length of Bievre, eighteenth century
Among its 36 kilometer course, only 20 are today open to the sky, 11 are canalized under slabs
outside of Paris, and the segments within the city flow within sewers or have been buried
beneath embankments and urbanization.
Current plans to uncover interred segments of the Bievre and rehabilitate in varying
degrees its entire length can be traced to environmental activism beginning in the 1960s.
Conception and implementation of these plans has been guided, in part, by interpretation of the
stream's past. Fundamental to all rehabilitation approaches is the idea that the stream has taken a
variety of courses and served many diverse purposes. To characterize these different courses and
purposes in stages highlights their reflection of the larger cultural forces that were in operation.
Accordingly, interpretation of the Bievre's history reveals a great deal about evolving societal
values over time.
Geologic context and Pre-history
The history of the Bievre illuminates the evolving state of increasing human intervention
on the form of the land. Over time the stream became allied less with the natural landscape and
more with the hands of human necessity. The early development of Paris, like that of any city,
can likewise be characterized by similar action.
Paris' impact on the Bievre can be traced to the city's founding some time around 200 BC.
Geologic studies of the Seine and Bievre flood plains where the Celtic Parisii tribes settled show
that the Bievre formerly occupied the Seine's contemporary location
77..
Reconstitution of Lutece plan from the 2"" Century AD. The frames show the course of the Seine in
prehistoric times before it emptied into the Bievre 's streambed, and the derivation of the Saint-Victor
Canal in the Middle Ages.(Jean-Claude Golvin (C.N.R.S)27
The natural course of rivers to migrate across their flood plain is a common occurrence over
time28. One result of shifting riverbeds and the subsequent intersection of the Bievre and Seine
27 Serge Antoine et Florence Pizzorni-Itid. La Bievre redicouverte, 2000, p.8 1
28 Richard Forman, Land Mosaics: The ecology of landscapes and regions, 1995. pp. 43-75
may have contributed to the formation of the Be St.-Louis and Ile de la Cite, Paris's birthplace.
The sediment carried down the Bievre from the hills of St. Genevieve and further south could
have created these islands.
The Bievre was not the lone stream to enter the Seine, as several others entered the city.
Being situated in the center of a large sedimentary geologic and hydrographic basin, many
underground springs were present.
Hydrological network of Paris before the nineteenth century29
Nonetheless, as early as 180 BC, the Gallo-Romans built canals and aqueducts to bring water
from the Bievre and other stream sources 15 kilometers south of the city. They routed the water
e 30 Rmiso hsaudc r h
by building an aqueduct along the right bank of the Bievre. Remains of this aqueduct are the
earliest record of human interference with the natural flow of the Bievre. The aqueduct followed
the stream's course because it was lower in elevation than the surrounding areas. Its path winded
between three elevated areas: St.Genevieve, Butte aux Cailles, and Montparnasse, only one of
29 Danielle Chadych and Dominic Leborgne, Atlas de Paris, 2001
30 Jean Bastid, Geographie du Grand Paris, 1984, p.1 3 1
which remain today. The topography of land adjacent to the Bievre would remain undeveloped
for centuries however, as it was prone to flooding and difficult to transform.
The Bievre has always had a considerable watershed whose geologic and hydrogeologic
situation explain the intense rises in water level. The Bievre valley is mostly clay-based, but the
hills bordering the stream bed are limestone, so the stream carries a lot of silt which gradually
raises the bottom of its bed.3 ' A great deal of rainwater drains into the stream, which made its
flow potentially devastating prior to modern controls. Near the stream's source in St. Quentin
Pond, the Bievre passes through a lushly wooded valley, which remains in similar condition
today. Several streams enter the Bievre here and further along its course, which are fed by
underground springs and natural water retention ponds. The relatively temperate climate with
average humidity and regular precipitation keep water flowing all year round, though it varies
greatly, from 10 to 1000 liters per second32
Before Paris commenced to expand rapidly, the fate of the Bievre was unknown. The
two islands in the Seine had not yet proved idyllic for the development of a city, their being
repeatedly subject to invasion. Despite the Bievre's location outside of the developed area, it
could have been used to dump refuse and to irrigate crops, similar to the way in which the Seine
was used. The water was unlikely of drinking quality from very early on, as the Romans sought
to direct water from the countryside. In light of this, the early history of the city reveals society's
value for clean water.
Growth and protection
The earliest known human settlement along the Bievre is from the 3rd Century when a
small Christian community established itself away from the city on the stream's right bank. This
"bourg" was along the route towards Lyon, in what became Saint Marcel in the 6th Century. The
necropolis of Saint Clement, then Saint Marcel (436) is the base of a cemetery that was used
from the Bas Empire (4 Century) to the High Middle Ages, making north of the bourg Saint
Marcel "the land of the dead". The town of Gentilly further south appeared at the same time.
Beside the cemetery, the first activity present in the area around the Bievre was limestone
3 Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme, APUR <La Bievre >, pp.6-12
32 Jean Basti6, p.131
quarrying. This activity dates to the Romans and continued up until the nineteenth century in
and around Gentilly.33
As Paris grew from Ile de la Cite to the right and left banks, human contact with the
Bievre and the marshy land that it traversed increased. The first significant human-induced
changes in the Bievre's morphology occurred as Paris' fortifications beyond the Ile de la Cite.
The construction of the first contiguous wall under King Philippe-Auguste began in 1180.
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Map of encircling wall, or enceinte, of Philippe Auguste, 1180-1215
Concurrently, the presence of the Bievre led the construction of numerous water-powered mills
as early as the eleventh century. Records indicate that monks of the Saint Victor abbey34
relocated their flour mills to within this protected area several decades prior to the walls
completion. The abbey obtained permission in 1148 to dig a three meter-wide canal from the
Bievre through their territory which would empty into the Seine further upstream, closer to Ile-
de-la-Citd. This way their mills would continually benefit from the Bievre while being
protected.
33 APUR, pp.6-12
3 Saint Victor abbey's flour mills were in operation from 1148 to 1810, when their terrain was occupied by a wine
depot and then by the University of Paris VII, Jussieu in 1963.
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Map of three confluents of the Bievre showing original course and two canals,
one built in 1148 and the other in 1368.
In 1368, water from this canal itself was diverted into a moat along the street Fosses Saint-
Bernard upon decree that such trenches were necessary to fend off English invaders35. The canal
that they created later inspired the name for the rue de Bievre. Such interventions in the Bievre's
course reflect Paris' need for protection from invasion during the 100-year war. Five more
concentric walls would be built as the city expanded.
LEFT: Contemporary view
up the rue de Bievre,
located in the 5th
arrondissement, across
from the Ile de la Cite.
RIGHT: When the wall was
built, a vault was created to
allow the Bievre to flow
beneath it. This stone
vault was built around the
Bievre during the
construction of the Enceinte
de Philippe Auguste (1180-
1215). It was not
discovered until 1991.
Bergeron, Louis. Paris : genese d'un paysage, 1989, pp. 3-20
Rise of regulation and industry
To feed the mills, the course of the Bievre was modified along with the topography of the
surrounding terrain. A dike and a several dams were built to lead the creation of two different
reaches; the original stream became the Bievre Morte (dead) and a new course of conjoined
reaches that had been dug out piecemeal became the Bievre Vive (alive).36 This significant
change in the Bievre's morphology dramatically increased the amount of surface area that could
be exploited by industry; the doubling of the stream was symbolic of the emergence of
industrialization. This change spawned countless mills, the function of which evolved over time.
First used to grind wheat, they came to also mash bark, make pulp for paper, saw wood, and beat
wool or leather. 37 The fate of the Bievre was much more certain than several centuries ago; its
utility had been discovered. Society's placement of value on production of goods for
consumption had emerged.
The doubling of the Bievre set the stage for rapid development and its transformation
predicated the need for regulation. The earliest recorded land-use ruling (1226) required that all
bridges on the Bievre be one lone arch, without pilings in the water so that the width always
remained three meters across3 8 . This was likely intended to ensure the safe passage of refuse.
In 1336, a decree obliged all activities (butchers, tanners, etc.) to relocate outside the city walls;
forcing them to move further back along the banks towards thefaubourg St Marcel.39
In 1443, the clothes dyer and scarlet merchant Jean Gobelin located his atelier in a house
on the rue Mouffetard. This street had already become associated with the Bievre prior to
Gobelin's arrival, as its name has malodorous implications (a mouffette is a skunk). The
merchant nonetheless developed a process permitting him to obtain exceptional dyes, leading his
family enterprise to acquire an international reputation. His success attracted numerous other
dyers, and in 1601 Henri IV invited two renowned Flemish dyers to locate near the Gobelins.
Other businesses followed, as tanning and dying activities continued moving back from the city,
away from the Seine, which had become too polluted by the mid-fifteenth century. In 1667,
Minister of Finance Colbert founded the royal manufacturing plant of furniture and tapestries
36 APUR, pp. 6-12
1 APUR, pp. 6-12
38 Bergeron, pp. 11
39APUR, pp. 6-12
which became the Manufacture des Gobelins of the crown. This plant assumed a supervisory
role in the industrial vocation of the Bievre until the nineteenth century.40
Rendering on left and Postcard image on right show the canalized Bievre being used by the Manufacture
des Gobelins and others industries around 1900
As early as 1570, the first part of the Bievre canal was covered due to its foul odor41
Fluctuations in water level permitted refuse to collect for weeks before being washed along the
stream's course. This problem would repeatedly resurface over the next few centuries as the
result of poor water management practices. Drainage problems led to a royal ordinance in 1669
prohibiting all industries to drain their dirty water and materials into the stream. In 1672, a royal
decree obliged all dyers and tanners to relocate to Saint Marcel and in 1678, the connection of
latrines to the Bievre was outlawed. Regulations were created to improve the quality of the built
environment through which the Bievre took its course. In 1728, the height of buildings along
the Bievre was limited in order to favor the circulation of air. In 1743, an annual service was
created to clean the stream by removing mud and deposits from its bed. By the eighteenth
century, numerous kinds of work were taking place in the area: tanners, shoemakers, dyers,
laundry workers, weavers, brewers, and manufacturers.42
40 APUR, pp. 6-12
41 Bergeron, p. 3
42 APUR, pp. 6-12
The Absolute Monarch and development in the countryside
Paris' expansion endured through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when the
monarchy was at its most powerful in history. The built forms of each king are representative of
the prevailing cultural attitudes of the time, yet at no other time in Paris's history were society's
values as far from those of the king. The grand projects like the Versailles Palace of Louis XIV,
who reigned from 1643 to 1715 and proclaimed himself the "absolute monarch", testify to this
divergence.
At a time of poor working conditions and limited resources, the supply of water to
industry was diminished by the completion of the Arcueil aqueduct in 1624. This lessened the
amount of water that the Bievre supplied to Paris since the aqueduct took water from the Rungis
stream, which fed the Bievre. Water was diverted from the Bievre to Versailles so as to supply
Louis XIV's immense palace fountains. Another aqueduct was built from this location to bring
water to the Luxembourg Palace43. The fate of the Bievre was in the hands of a hegemonic king
who wanted all the country's resources for his own glorification. Louis XIV took the power of
the king to another level, equivalent to that experienced in Lutecia under the Romans. The
implications of his actions would set a precedent for future French leaders' resolve for
establishing what society should value.
Arcueil aqueduct: built in the seventeenth century to take water from the Vanne
(a stream feeding into the Bikvre) to the fountains of Versailles
43Bastid, p. 13 1
In order for the mill owners to continue their business, they worked to increase water
flow from the source in the Yvelines by connecting it to other ponds.44 Until the fifteenth
century, most of the forests surrounding the Bievre's source had been cleared for abbeys. A
painting from the thirteenth century (below) shows how the beaver was completely eradicated
from the region.45
"The Hunt for the Beaver," thirteenth century painting
Used for their fur, their glands, and their skin, beavers were popular game. Hunting continued
on these lands when Louis XIII built a small hunting lodge near the present Versailles palace's
location. In the late seventeenth century, the Court of Louis XIV and his entourage used the
neighboring woods of Beech, Sessile Oak, and Pine for the sport of hunting46 . The woods were
also used by coalminers who came for chestnut trees to bum wood every 25 years. This is why
there remains a path called "the path of the coalminers". The Revolution in 1789 left similar
souvenirs in the Bievre Valley in the names of streets and plazas.
Oberkampf Textile Manufacture, Jouy-en-Josas
44Antoine, p.84
45 Florence Pizzorni-Itii. La Bievre : Le difi d'une riviere perdue., 2000, p. 17 5
46 Antoine, pp.8-10
Industry also developed here as far as 20 kilometers outside of Paris. In Jouy-en-Joses,
Christophe Oberkampf established a huge textile manufacturer that, like the Gobelins, used the
tinted water of the Bievre to dye canvas. From 1760 to 1843, Oberkampf was one of the few
manufacturers to employ over 2500 workers in the Bievre Valley [Figure 13]. Upon closing, the
family used its wealth to develop the vicinity. Its proximity to Versailles attracted many famous
and talented people to the Bievre Valley in the nineteenth century as a place of refuge and
retirement. Victor Hugo, who spent his summers here from 1826 to 57, wrote in "Leaves of
Autumn":
Oui, c'est bien le vallon ! le vallon calme et sombre!
Yes, it's nice the small valley ! the calm and somber valley!
Ici l'dt6 plus frais s'dpanouit a l'ombre.
Here the cooler summer lightens up the shade.
Ici durent longtemps les fleurs qui durent peu.
Here flowers that last little last for a long time.
Ici l'ame contemple, icoute, adore, aspire,
Here the soul contemplates, listens, adores, aspires,
Et prend pitid du monde, dtroit et fol empire
And takes pity on the world, narrow and crazy empire
OP l'homme tous les jours fait moins de place a Dieu47
Where man makes less space for God every day.
The state of the Bievre here, in the high valley, was cherished; its banks and water had not been
corrupted. Upper class society sought to protect it, which resonates today. In the words of one
of the Bievre's historians, "No landscape has been more delicately humanized than this one of
the Bievre" .48 Even the numerous lavoirs, or wash houses, which employed hundreds of
women along the stream's banks, did not disturb the bucolic atmosphere of the area. Many of
these buildings are today classified as Monuments Historiques.
47 Victor Hugo, "The Leaves of Autumn," 1831. From Florence Pizzorni-Iti. La Bievre : Le difi d'une riviere
perdue., 2000, p.28
48 Serge Antoine and Michel Gaches, Nouveau guide vert de la vallie de la Bievre, 1989
1901 Postcard of Lavoir on the Bievre, Antony
Haussmannization and the Germ Theory of Disease
The ensemble of industrial activities along the Bievre spawned an increasingly
unacceptable level of pollution at a time when theories about human health and sanitation were
developing. Different measures were proposed by an engineer named Halld in 1789 to ameliorate
the conditions of life around the Bievre valley: to displace the mills, render the stream's incline
more uniform, cover the open sewers, pave the river bed and dredge it monthly, among others.
One of Halld's pupils, Parent Dutchatelet, sought to apply his ideas in 1822 by suggesting the
canalization of the Bievre in order to increase the speed of its flow and the creation of reservoirs
upstream to flush the system (chasse d'eau).49  The municipality voted in favor of canalization
in 1826, which began two years later. Of the two arms of the canalized stream, all but three
sections of each arm were conserved. While the tanners continued to oppress the agony of the
water, the protestors signed petitions for public hygiene. This was the century of progress.
Louis Pasteur's Germ Theory of Disease is regarded as the single most important
contribution to medical science and practice5 0 ; its contribution to Paris' form was comparatively
noteworthy. The theory and Pasteur's subsequent work on silk worm bacteria for the textile
industry were very influential on the future of the Bievre. By proving the existence of bacteria,
he led the way towards hygienic practice, even among the bourgeoisie by the end of the
nineteenth century who also acknowledged their susceptibility to potential epidemics. Followed
49 APUR, pp. 6-12
50 Ohio State University -Mansfield, website: http://www.mansfield.ohio-state.edu/-sabedon/biol2007.htm
by a petition in 1875 of resident complaints, a commission concluded that it was necessary to
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cover over the stream in order to hide the effects of industry and the sewers
Meanwhile developments in Paris's sewer system were progressing rapidly under the
new Prefect of the Seine, Baron Haussmann, who sought to open up Paris for reasons of
preventing disease and revolution. Involved in every urban planning intervention in Paris from
1850 to 1870, Haussmann's impact on the Bievre was tremendous. No intervention affected the
Bievre's course in the nineteenth century greater than that of the sewer system's expansion.
BRAS-08
Bras Mort, or Dead Arm of the Bievre: View of sign in underground sewer
where Bievre Morte was interred within the igouts de Paris
The Paris sewer system began as early as 1350 and by 1824 there were already 37 kilometers of
sewers, but they clogged and prevented water flow. 1824 brought improvement however, when
engineers from the engineering school Ponts et Chaussees started a revolution in sewer design by
proposing cheaper construction with the use of thinner tiles. Haussmann oversaw the installation
of several collectors, or main sewers, into which all sewers flowed. His new sewer system was
Roman in inspiration: it was based on an enormous collector which would bring all the city's
sewers, from both banks of the Seine, to a central convergence point at the Place de la Concorde.
This involved a complex system of siphonage with tubes resting on the riverbed. From
Concorde the collector would then travel nine miles to the northwest of the city before rejoining
the Seine.5 In 1851 the first collector was built, followed by an ordinance in 1852 declaring that
all new construction dispose of storm water. By 1859, the city boasted 179 km of sewers, 228
51 APUR, pp. 6-12
52 Peter Hall, Cities in Civilization, 1998, p.725
including the annexed faubourgs. It was vastly expanded in the nineteenth century by engineer-
hygienists supported by the government. 53
Concerns over hygiene were on the rise as work on the derivation of the Bievre got
underway. Inside the wall des Fermiers Gindraux54 , the Bievre had already been canalized so it
could easily be covered. Outside the walls, its configuration was that of a natural stream, and
this necessitated a more complicated approach. Belgrand, Haussmann's chief engineer, diverted
the water to the Collector of the Bievre which also captured water from storm water from the left
bank. The Bievre Morte was mixed with the sewers while the Bievre Vive was diverted alone in
the gallery of the rue des Peupliers, and then canalized in a tube of only 40 centimeters in
diameter into the Collector of the Rue Vergniaud that mixes with the sewers in Corvisart. The
two reaches were made to converge again at rue Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire where they could empty
into the General Collector of the Left Bank. The first works took place from 1877 to 1880, but
the 1881 construction of another main sewer replaced the most important segment of the
stream.55
The Turn of the Century
The writing of Josef Huymans appropriately characterizes the fate of the Bievre in the
eyes of a turn of the century Parisian. His sentiments reflect the state of the Bievre at the time,
but also foresee a future in which the Bievre will not return to its bucolic state.
"And yet, how different the old Bievre was from this degraded and
pathetic slave! Ecclesiastical and feudal, it flowed alongside the
convent of the Grey Sisters, crossed the great Rue Saint-Marceau,
then streamed across fields under willow trees, suddenly splitting,
and ran parallel to the Seine, descending into the enclosure of the
abbey of Saint-Victor, bathing the feet of the old cloister, and
passed through orchards and woods, joining forces with the main
river near the Porte de la Tournelle" 56
His use of the word slave in this passage to portray the Bievre is consistent with other
descriptions in which he blames profit-seeking man for corrupting the stream.
"From now onward, the Bievre has disappeared, for at the end of
Rue des Cordelieres, modem Paris begins. Having been closed up
5 Les Egouts de Paris website, www.e outs.idf.st/
5 Walls built in 1785 for taxing purposes, not protection. Removed in 1860, some of Ledoux's "portes" remain
5 APUR, pp. 6-12
56 J.K. Huymans, The Bievre River, 1898, pp. 10
in interminable confinement, it now appears, just barely, in the
meadows and the open air. Once a country lass, stifled in the
tunnels, it comes to light to draw breath in the midst of the blocks
of buildings which crush it. The obsession with gain and an
unlimited rage are against her once more." 5 7
Huysman's words reveal a great deal about himself as a naturalist, but also about the condition in
which one might find the Bievre at this time. His writing makes the reader cherish the stream in
its natural condition, before the loss of its ecological functions.58
Postcard image of 100-year flood 1910 view of main sewer, or collector, installation at
Poterne des Peupliers, or "back door of the poplars"
at the periphery of Paris
A 100-year flood in 1910 devastated many parts of the city and its outskirts. In response
to this, several large underground detention basins were incorporated into the sewer system. In
addition, the final Parisian segment of the Bievre was interred with the addition of the collector
at Poterne des Peupliers. The detention basins and collectors were mechanized systems intended
to efficiently carry and store water. Although carefully engineered, they did not utilize many
aspects of the natural environment. One detention basin, at Arcueil, was built to hold 24,000
cubic meters of water in preparation for the 100-year flood.59 Last segments of the Bievre were
covered up as late as the 1950s outside Paris.
57 J.K. Huymans, The Bievre River, 1898, pp. 9 -10
58 I have not been able to contact the publisher in the UK to find out why this piece was translated in English. I
suspect that the rehabilitation efforts in the valley in the 80s may have involved increasing awareness outside of
France.
59 Serge Antoine, p.73
Although the first annexation by Paris of its outer suburbs occurred in 1704, the towns
adjacent to the Bievre were not incorporated until the later half of the nineteenth century. The
annexation of Gentilly in 1859 signified Paris's continuing expansion. This annexation under
Haussmann further reflects the sovereignty of the Prefect of the Seine. Land used by small
industries selling ice, glace, and by ice skaters for recreation coined the name Glaciere for a
60frozen wasteland filled for development upon its inclusion in Paris . Slowly, small industries
along the Bievre were pushed further outside the city as speculative real estate encroached.
From 1867 to 1869, grand boulevards were built to open thefaubourg Saint-Marcel and permit
the passage of troops. Streets required filling in the Bievre Valley as the surrounding territory
that needed to be spanned was at a different elevation the covered stream bed.
The stream in these parts remained largely uncovered through the earlier party of the
twentieth century. As urbanization progressed, however, the stream was canalized in 1930 to
improve its rate of flow. By eliminating its meandering course, the stream's descent was
strengthened permitting the water to flow faster. At this point the stream was no longer a stream,
but a hydraulic work. Along its path, a pipe was installed to collect wastewater from the
surrounding area. With the increased amount of water entering the Paris sewer system, the
Bievre spillway was built in 1935 to carry water to the Seine. As the quality of water continued
to degrade over time due to urbanization, the canalized section of the Bievre from Antony to
Paris was covered with concrete slabs in the 1950s. The continued management of the Bievre in
the suburbs involved the construction of two retention basins and the Fresnes-Rungis-Choisy le
Roi Collector in 1971. All works realized at this time aimed to reconfigure the Bievre and its
watershed to the greatest degree of control.
With the destruction of neighborhoods proclaimed to be blighted, the city of Paris began
an intensive urban renewal program in the 1960s. An urban renewal development called "Ilot
Bievre" in the 14 arrondissement replaced a "pigsty" and "unhealthy" mix61 of former industrial
buildings with a group of high-rise residential buildings surrounded by open space. There is no
longer any indication that the Bievre runs right underneath this complex. Although this
development occurred over 50 years after the Bievre was covered in Paris, its approach is
consistent with the turn-of-the-century mentality of subjugating the streambed.
60 Florence Pizzorni-Ii6, p.43
61 Jacques Lucan, Paris desfaubourgs : Formation Transformation. Pp. 198-203
While the Bievre's eradication was complete by the mid-twentieth century in Paris and
its immediate suburbs, its future had only been partially threatened further west. Naturally,
suburbanization arrived more slowly further from Paris. The 1920s brought the new planning
laws and electrification along the Sceaux line, provoking a proliferation of housing subdivisions
all the way to Igny.62 From 1950 to 1980, urbanization exploded with the construction of high-
density housing complexes from Gentilly to Massy. At the same time, the Regional Counsel of
Ile-de-France's creation of a regional plan in 1965 aimed to manage the regions burgeoning
population by concentrating it in five new towns63. Among them, the development of the new
town of Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines has been developing since 1970.64 Development has also
taken place on the Massy plain to the immediate south of Paris, which incorporates part of the
Bievre Valley. The creation of a regional transit system (RER) facilitated this expansion. The
Bievre Valley was transformed rapidly with the creation of heavy infrastructures, notably trains
and highways. While the valley has been late to urbanize, it has not been late to take
precautionary measures to prevent the kind of destruction wrought in Paris. The upper valley is
consequently far ahead of the city in terms of its restoration plans for the Bievre, which will be
examined in Chapter Three.
Exploitation and Demise of Ecological Functions
The environmental history of the Bievre can be seen as a reflection of larger cultural
forces over time; the result of a culture with no value for the ecological functions of a flowing
stream. The Bievre's fate has changed repeatedly; diverted, doubled, canalled, covered, all while
being subject to varying amounts of water flow and pollution. Although it appears as though a
new era of environmental awareness where such activities are discouraged has begun, it remains
to be seen whether enough ambition exists to reverse the damages of past interventions. Despite
the lack of precedent for the restoration of a stream in a nearly unrecoverable state, such a project
is underway along the Bievre.
The following image maps the traces of the Bievre in Paris's 5th and 13't arrondissements, which reflect
the stream's state at the end of the time period discussed in this chapter. (Caption: Traces of the Bievre,
galleries, sewers and separation walls of streamside property constructed within the form streambeds.)
62 The Loucheur law was created in 1928 and called for the creation of social housing in response to a housing crisis.
63 Schdma directeur d'amenagement d'urbanisme : Regional planning and development program
64 Conseil Rdgional, Bievre: Riviere Ile-de-France, p.16
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Chapter 3: Restoration Efforts and Institutional Environment
As Paris's outward expansion began to infiltrate the Bievre valley, support for protection
of the natural environment grew. Awareness of the stream's annihilation in Paris and its
immediate suburbs undoubtedly catalyzed restoration efforts upstream. The evolution and nature
of these efforts through the turn of the 21't century are critical to current plans to restore the
stream's Parisian stretches. These plans will be examined in Chapters Four and Five. This
chapter will explore the restoration movement and the institutional environment in which it
developed. The gradual accumulation of influence by the region's associations is among the
most noteworthy. The second part of the chapter will consider the nature of restoration projects
in order to gauge their atonement for the destruction of ecological functions. The influence of
these projects on the Bievre's restoration in Paris will be ultimately implied.
Regulatory Context
The Bievre exists within a regulatory environment defined by the administrative division
of land into departments and communes." The Bievre crosses five ddpartements within the le-
de-France region from southwest to northeast: Yvelines, Essonne, Haut-de-Seine, Val-de-Marne
and Seine. Each department is composed of communes containing a town hall and a mayor
charged with the commune's planning, with the exception of Seine, or Paris, which is divided
into 20 arrondissements. The Bievre in Paris concerns only the 13th and 5 th arrondissements,
which have political jurisdiction similar to communes.
The Bievre Valley Watershed is often examined with respect to four different
geographical zones. The most western section constitutes the new town of Saint-Quentin-en-
Yvelines, composed of seven communes with a density of 2,610 inhabitants per square kilometer.
Moving east, the rural section contains eight communes with a density of 570 inhabitants/km2.
The next section can be characterized as a zone of transition, extending from the city's green belt
with a density of 2,420 inhabitants/km 2 in five communes. Finally, the last zone includes fifteen
communes south of Paris as well as the city's two arrondissements with an average density of
8,400 inhabitants per square kilometer.66
65 dipartements are the equivalent of U.S. counties; communes are the equivalent of U.S municipalities
66 Ousmane Sougoufara, Projet d'amdnagement de la Vallde de la Bievre autour de la rdouverture Bievre riviere
d'Ile-de-France: La charte de territoire un outil de ddveloppement et de gestion territoriale, December 2001, p. 4 1
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Examination of the Bievre's historic hydrological structure reveals the degree to which
the watercourse and its watershed have been altered over time. The present state of the stream
bears no resemblance to its historic course from Antony to the Seine in Paris, which has
considerable implications for restoration efforts. The Bievre's last few kilometers within Paris
were the most drastically altered, its flow replaced entirely by sewers and collectors; its bed
buried in embankments. Just outside Paris in its immediate suburbs, all of the Bievre's water
was diverted to treatment plants near the Seine by 1953, their meanders straightened and
streambeds covered within a decade. Increased urbanization in these areas has since given rise to
flooding problems along the Bievre's tributaries. Replacement by pipes and diversion towards
the same filtration plants has lead to total infrastructurization of the stream's lower water shed.
Land-use along the Bievre is influenced at both regional and local levels. The Conseil
Regional d'Ile-de-France (Regional Counsel) and the Agence de l'Eau de Seine Normandie
(Water Agency of Seine-Normandy) are the two primary actors in regional plans and initiatives.
Locally, several public agencies oversee development in the Bievre Valley in addition to the
mayor's office of each commune. The sanitation syndicates of the Bievre Valley (SIAVB) and
the Parisian Agglomeration (SIAAP) as well as the New Syndicate Agglomeration (SAN) and
Community Agglomeration of Val de Bievre are all public agencies representing the interests of
numerous communes. Outside government, nearly 50 associations make up a collective called the
Union Renaissance of the Bievre. Among the diverse associations represented is Les Amis de la
Bievre (Friends of the Bievre), the first environmental association created for the Bievre's
protection in 1962.
The Bievre Valley: Origin of Restoration Efforts
Efforts to manage the quality of the natural environment in the Bievre Valley began with
the creation of the Syndicat Intercommunal d'Assainissement de la Vallde de la Bievre (SIAVB,
Intercommunal Sanitation Syndicate of the Bievre Valley) in 1945.67 For two decades SIAVB
managed solely sanitation issues along the Bievre from Buc to Massy. Upon the creation of the
new town of St-Quentin-en-Yvelines, the syndicate expanded its role in confronting the
consequences of the new town. As early as 1982 it developed an anti-flooding program in
67 Intercommunal indicates representation of several communes, as compared to interdipartemental, or representing
several dipartements
68
response to the over-urbanization of the Valley . The Bievre's location downstream of
urbanized and impermeable land, its course through the valley's towns, and its slow rate of flow
made it particularly vulnerable to pollution. SIAVB's concern for this problem spawned its first
regional contract to construct retention basins permitting the absorption of rainwater and its
gradual release to treatment plants. Such efforts resulted in a rapid improvement of the Bievre's
water quality and its ability to foster marine life.69 Overall improvement in water quality over a
10-year period has attracted public interest in the stream and spawned numerous revalorization
and restoration projects. Among them, SIAVB opened a 1.4 kilometer stretch of the Bievre in
Verrieres and Massy in 2000. Success of this project has come from careful phasing in
coordination with the communes.
The Syndicat Intercommunal d'Assainissement de la Vallde de la Bievre has maintained
an important role in assuring good water quality within the twelve communes traversed by the
Bievre for several decades. Its strict monitoring of all tributaries of the Bievre has considerably
increased its control over the Bievre's rate of flow while its involvement in local development
permits it to advocate for run-off management in all new construction. To this end, SIAVB has
begun buying land along the Bievre to favor the expansion of flood waters and the creation of
pedestrian paths. 70 According to its director, the syndicate's projects are emblematic of
intelligent management of urban streams in the future where streams like the Bievre assure the
liaison between the natural and urban environments.71 SIAVB has become involved in projects
outside its territory in the interest of advancing its cause in permitting upstream waters to reach
the Seine. It has mastered its terrain and now seeks to aide in the restoration of the rest of the
stream.
Environmental activism around the Bievre began with the foundation of Les Amis de la
Bievre in 1962, whose primary objective was to protect the valley of the Bievre from
development that would degrade the quality of its stream. Over the years, private contributions
68 SIAVB and Water Agency of Seine-Normandy, Bievre Claire: Contrat de Bassin. Rivi&es propres Ile-de-France,
1997, p.2
69 Eco Environnement Ingdnierie, Analyses pdriodiques sur la Bievre et ses affluents, annde 2003. IBGN tests
repeatedly show improvements in water quality. IBGN is the Normalized Global Biological Index, created in 1992.
(Maia Skopiau, Gestion durable des hydrosystemes, ENPC, April 21, 2004)
70 Sougoufara, p.70
7 Alain-Victor Marchand, La Bievre, Riviere de Paris, Rencontres Internationales Renaissance des Rivieres
Urbaines, Paris, May 12, 2000. www.siavb.fr
to the association enabled it to prevent and/or influence industrial developments within the
vicinity of the valley, as well as fight off several proposed extensions to the Paris's peripheral
highway. As these efforts continued, more and more people along the stream became involved
in safeguarding the Bievre and its environs. The development of an annual walk in 1981 by two
seventeen year-olds was one of the most successful efforts in raising awareness for the
conservation and maintenance of the Bievre . In 2004, despite a constant rain, over 1000 people
participated in the fifty-kilometer walk from Paris to the stream's source.
Former logo of the
Friends of the Bievre
Valley (above) and
Publication of 30
years of history of the
Bievre Valley in light
of the defense of its
environment by the
Friends (right)
As the efforts of the Amis de la Bievre have progressed, the water of the Bievre has slowly been
reanimated with recreational fishing. With the Bievre valley's constant risk of inundation with
new developments, AVB helped obtain classification in 1991 protecting the stream and its
corridor from development. Such accomplishments are partly due to the Friends' collaboration
with SIAVB, which has grown stronger in recent years. Like the Syndicat Intercommunal
d'Assainissement de la Vallde de la Bievre, the Amis de la Bievre have become involved more
and more in the stream's path closer to Paris, beyond the rural section where it originated. This
involvement will be examined later in this chapter.
Antony to Paris: Slow to annihilate, slow to restore
The modification of departmentalization of the Paris region in 1964 spawned the creation
of a regional sanitation agency, the Syndicat Interddpartemental d'Assainissement de
l'Agglomdration Parisienne (SIAAP, Interdepartmental Sanitation Syndicate of the Parisian
72 Serge Antoine et Florence Pizzorni-Itid. La Bievre redicouverte, 2000, p.101
Agglomeration) in 1970." This agency supervises a territory of 1980 square kilometers where it
operates four water treatment plants treating nearly three million cubic meters of water per day
with a population of 8.4 million. Its objectives are to protect the natural milieu, transport and
purify urban waste water, treat and enhance sludge and study, realize and exploit transport and
treatment works.74
The Interdepartmental Sanitation Syndicate of the Parisian Agglomeration plays a major
role in the restoration of the canalized Bievre from Antony to Paris. All works constructed along
this course were inherited by the syndicate upon its creation in 1970. Despite the projections
made for the future, the rapid urbanization of the area rendered most of the projects insufficient.
Retention basins were rebuilt or expanded and sewers and collectors were widened or doubled
following the first hydraulic study of the Bievre Valley by the syndicate from 1974 to 1977.
Another study and regional plan of the Valley was performed from 1989 to 1993 which proposed
several new hydraulic works. The study of hydraulic functionality of 1996-97 concluded that
increased urbanization would render problematic the capacity of structuring networks within 10-
15 years if nothing was done to master new intake. As observed elsewhere in the Parisian
agglomeration, increased urbanization was overburdening the system of water management and
treatment. Two studies conducted by SIAAP in the late 80s and again in the mid-90s concluded
that the deficits in the capacity of the system in part due to "secret branches" made the separation
of rain and waste water nearly impossible. This conclusion remains the major obstacle for
contemporary restoration efforts along the Bievre between Antony and Paris. Nonetheless, in the
valley is home to the Antony sanctuary; a retention basin created in the 1930s and classified a
Zone naturelle d'intdret dcologique, faunistique, floristique (ZNIEFF, Natural Zone of Ecologic,
Faunistic and Floristic Interest) in 1986.76 The Antony wildlife sanctuary and retention basin
occupies six hectares and is home to over 150 species of birds within a highly urbanized context.
73 Syndicat Interdipartemental d'Assainissement de l'Agglomdration Parisien. Interview Michel Auget and Gilles
Brousse, May 10, 2004. The 1964 law reorganizing the Paris region created the Petite and Grande Couronne, which
constitute the departments of Paris, Hauts-de-Seine, Seine-Saint-Denis, Val-de-Marne, Essone, Yvelines, and Val
d'Oise.
7 Ibid
75 Georges Farhat, «L'Urbain comme paysage-infrastructure (Val-de-Bievre), December 2003
76 Sougoufara, p.81.
Combined Efforts for the Bievre's Restoration
In 1984, the Conseil Regional d'Ile-de-France (Regional Council of Ile-de-France)
adopted a project to reopen the Bievre and urge "its participation in the urban landscape"77
While the upstream segment was under control, the Antony-Paris segment faced two technical
problems, the depollution of water and the regulation of its flow. Two studies were conducted,
one on sanitation by a regional water and sanitation agency, and the other on the stream's
integration into five of the valley's communes, conducted by landscape architect Alexandre
Chemetoff. The first of its kind to concern the restoration of the Bievre within an urban setting,
Chemetoff's study presents two different approaches to restoring the Bievre; one through
daylighting and the other through the use of evocative techniques. The areas identified for
daylighting were part of a long-term plan that envisioned segments of the Bievre emerging from
its collector to enhance the public realm. Areas free of development, such as public parks or
squares would be capable of receiving Bievre water once its sanitation was mastered. In areas
where the stream's daylighting was impossible due to infrastructure obstructions, however,
Chemetoff suggested highlighting its passage with special treatment.
Chemetoff sketch showing canal parallel to Bievre collector,
supplied by rain water to function as a retention basin.
Eventually, after the Bievre water's treatment, it could be
uncovered and its water diverted into the new canal.
Chemetoff also called for the preservation of stream heritage and a moratorium on new
building within the stream's former path. Chemetoff further developed this idea in a 1991 plan,
designating the Ginkgo biloba and motif street furniture as a means of evoking the stream's
77 Ibid, p.2 General Council advisor Michel Segard was the principal defender of the project
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memory . While some of these evocative techniques were realized in the early 90s, the parcels
restricted from development are only now beginning to be redeveloped. The Park des Prds in
Fresnes is among these and will be examined in detail with respect to its ecological approach in
the next section. Chemetoff's objective was to reestablish visual coherence in the landscape
where transportation infrastructure left only fragments of continuity. This coherence was
projected for the future and based on local topographical characteristics for the ensemble of the
valley, but it did not envision a complete opening of the Bievre along its course.79
The Syndicat Intercommunal d'Assainissement de la Vallde de la Bievre's competence
and reputation in the field allowed it to expand outside its territory in the interest of permitting
upstream waters to reach the Seine. In order to improve the state of the Bievre between Antony
and Paris, an ensemble of residents who live along the Bievre decided to coordinate their actions
to create a five year program, the "Contract of the a Clear Bievre Basin" in 1997. At its
completion in 2001, a development plan for water management in the Bievre basin8 0 , from
source to mouth, was declared imperative. In 1999, SIAVB was selected by numerous agencies,
including the Conseil Regional, the Agence de l'Eau de Seine Normandie, the Ville de Paris, and
the Syndicat Interddpartemental d'Assainissement de l'Agglomdration Parisienne, to complete a
feasibility study of the opening of the stream along its course to Paris. Titled "Reopening of the
Bievre," the study responded to "a pressing demand of residents wishing to see water in their
towns". 81
"The Reopening of the Bievre" has two objectives: to determine the possibility of
disconnecting the Bievre downstream of Antony from all sources of pollution and to establish the
potential transfer of clear, good quality water from upstream to the Seine. It builds on
Chemetoff's study in that it establishes the technical feasibility of daylighting the Bievre on the
most easily developed sites within a period of less than ten years. Similarly, it proposes two
different approaches of varying scope. The first proposes the total reopening of the stream
within a vegetation-lined stream bed with an opening of fifteen meters, achievable in the long
term over twenty-five years. The second, more realistic and pragmatic, recommends the
78 Alexandre Chemetoff and JM Gaulier, "The Bievre, A Stream of Val-de-Marne," 1991
79 Chemetoff 1989 plan and Georges Farhat
80 SIAVB, Schdma d'Am6nagement et de Gestion des Eaux (SAGE) du bassin de la Bievre <Bievre Claire , 1997
81 Syndicat Intercommunal pour l'Assainissement de la Vallde de la Bievre, Rdouverture de la Bievre : Etude de
faisabiliti du transfert des eaux de la Bievre d'Antony A la Seine, 2000. pp i-ii
conservation of the present functions of state-owned water line, the Bievre Collector, while
creating parallel reaches in liaison with the Bievre via gravity, pumps or siphons. These new
reaches would take the form of meanders accompanied by small ponds containing macrophytes
that would serve as auto-purifiers. Where space was not available for such treatment, water
could pass from the collector to the reach via dipollution chambers capable of trapping
hydrocarbons. 82
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Untreated water enters dipolluer on one end and leaves as treated from the other
The Agence de l'Eau Seine Normandie proposed in 2002 a group of elements for a
sustainable sanitation policy in the Bievre Valley. The policy insists on the necessity of limiting
the intake of new water from streams and run-off into the sanitation system. It includes
controlling impermeable surfaces, separating wastewater from runoff, limiting urban growth, and
acknowledging the solidarity of upstream and downstream. SIAAP studied the application of
this policy in 2002 in relation to the hydraulic functionality of the Bievre Valley when it rains. It
concluded that future developments have the potential to greatly improve the struggle with minor
flooding due to overflow, limit run-off from impermeable zones, and with respect to the Bievre,
close connections between the stream and those works that do not separate wastewater from run-
off. This resulted in SIAAP's creation of a charter known as Bievre Aggravation Zero that
called for an end to increases in the rate of flow within the entire Bievre water shed. This charter
would become essential for all stakeholders, especially the mayors of each commune in charge
82 Ibid, p.63
of urbanism. In order to implement it, SIAAP confirmed the need for all local and regional
84
governing bodies to assist in the financing of projects.
On the municipal level, the Agglomeration Communaut6 de Val de Bievre (Community
Agglomeration of Bievre Zalley) was created in 1999 as an intercommunal public establishment
of seven communes located between Antony and Paris: Arcueil, Cachan, Fresnes, Gentilly,
L'Hay-Les-Roses, le Kremlin-Bicetre and Villejuif. United around projects within their territory,
the agglomeration enables these seven communes to collaborate on economic development,
urban politics, land-use planning, infrastructure, water and services. Its mission is to improve the
life of the 185,000 inhabitants of the Val de Bievre by working collectively on concerns that
exceed communal limits in order to be more efficient and influential. Their dedication to the
reopening of the Bievre has produced projects such as the Parc des Pres de la Bievre in Fresnes.
This project includes the reinstallation of the Bievre in its former stream bed which will
eventually support the totality of its flow. The recreation of its meander will increase the
diversity of its surroundings. It would not have been possible without the sanitation efforts of
the past 15 years, which brought improved the water quality to enable such a project.s
The creation of the Syndicat Mixte de la Bievre (Mixed Syndicate) for the entire length
of the Bievre has been envisioned since 1999 by the Conseil R6gional d'Ile-de-France. This
syndicate targets the Bievre watershed, described as uniting all tributaries and all spaces whose
slope converges with the Bievre's stream bed. It includes all actors, both passive and active, and
exists to favor concertation and planning. One objective is to create a regional planning and
development plan for water to orient development86 in the future. The Regional Counsel of Ile-
de-France launched the idea of creating the Mixed Syndicate in 2001 but it has yet to be fully
created. Its objectives are the reopening of the Bievre from Antony to the Seine with its own
water, the renaturation of the stream, the protection of natural patrimony, the rehabilitation of
patrimony linked to water, the protection of all in view of urbanization, the study of the stream's
jurisdiction, and to serve as a common home to all the different actors involved in the Bievre:
State, Regions, Departments, Communes, Associations, Businesses, Syndicates. 87
84 Michel Auget, Pr6sentation du 10 mai 2004 : La vall6e de la Bievre, May 10, 2004, p. 16 and Interview with M.
Auget and Gilles Brousse of SIAAP, May 11, 2004
85 http://www.bievre.org/valdebievre/D2001 _0907_parc des-pres/parc.htm
86 Sch6ma Directeur d'Am6nagement et de Gestion des Eaux (SDAGE) www.bievre.org
87Article 2 of the statutes of the Mixed Syndicate: Objectives (Appendix: Ousmane)
The Union des Associations Renaissance de la Bievre was created in 1999 as an
association representing a common interest of numerous public, private, and non-profit agencies
and associations located in the Bievre Valley. Their constitutive charter lays out the priorities for
the citizens living and working along the Bievre as to preserve and restore the Bievre.
According to this charter, the associations and organizations agree that:
e the water quality of the Bievre and its effluents should be preserved and restored;
* the stream's immediate surroundings should be protected, valorized and open to the
population within public spaces;
* the public spaces along the stream should not be developed in order to render possible
their future restoration;
* the sites, edifices and objects reminiscent of the history of the Bievre and its tributaries
be conserved and restored
* the stream and its restoration potential be protected;
e the stream's immediate surroundings be protected from all construction through the
creation of laws;
* the Bievre and its tributaries should be restored to open-air, reconnected to their water
table, in their natural bed (everywhere where possible, in another bed in the contrary
case), and
* the valley and stream should be known to a large public.8 8
Like all rivers of France, the Bievre has a judicial right protecting its flow and adjacent
banks from development. Since 1992, all water bodies in France are protected from new
development, which must be approved based on its environmental impact by the Ministere de
l'Environnement et Developpement Durable (Minister of the Environment and Sustainable
Development). As some parts of the Bievre are covered and some parts are just dead reaches
containing no water, however, the regulations are complicated to apply. Nonetheless, the strict
application of the law is important for the stream's borders, with four meters of protection on
either side, and larger adjacent protection to prevent construction. The land-use plans are an
important stake to which municipalities pay more and more attention.89 The Bievre basin is
designated in the inventory of protected sites since 1972 at the request of the associations. Since
1995 part of the rural portion is a classified site.90 The valley was inscribed to the inventory of
protected sites in 1971 and the classification of all natural zones was decided in 2000.91
88 Constitutive Charter of the Union of the Associations Renaissance of the Bievre, 200189 La Bievre : riviere vivante website : www.Bievre.org
90 Sougoufara, p.37-38
91 Serge Antoine and Michel Gaches, Nouveau guide vert de la vallie de la Bievre, 1989
The main discrepancy between the actors is that open-air part of the Bievre is publicly
owned and accessible while the buried part is owned by a sanitation network. SIAVB and the
associations work towards ameliorating the stream's water quality while the same water
downstream is transported by a combined water system to a wastewater treatment plant. While
the syndicates have the common objectives of cleaning the water within the Bievre basin, only
SIAVB has been capable of achieving this so far. The sanitation network of the Syndicat
Interd6partemental d'Assainissement de l'Agglomiration Parisienne remains a major obstacle.
Its responsibility is especially important when considering the opening of the Bievre in Paris,
which would require clean water.
Reflections on Ecological Approaches to Restoration Projects
The success of the associations and agencies in restoring the Bievre created the
momentum responsible for present day efforts to recreate the stream in Paris. Using ecological
functions as a measure of successful stream restoration, recent projects between Antony and
Paris may serve as indicators of the kind of approach to be expected in Paris. While introducing
ecological functions appears to be a priority of the new syndicate and the Union, the projects that
have been realized are not all incorporate these functions. For example, a small portion of the
Bievre's water was taken out of underground collectors in Verrieres in order to create a small
bucolic meander along a pedestrian way by the Sanitation Syndicate of the Bievre Valley. A
portion of the original stream bed was exposed in Cachan to enhance a public open space by the
Sanitation Syndicate of the Parisian Agglomeration.
In a paper titled "Urban as Landscape Infrastructure," French landscape architect Georges
Farhat examines the evolution of the Bievre Valley from Antony to Paris. He highlights
SIAVB's recent criticism of Chemetoff's 1989 plan for containing "no hydraulic or ecological
foundation but the idea to increase the awareness of different actors around the stream's
reopening." In the 15 years since Chemetoff's plan, ideas about the feasibility of opening the
Bievre along its urban course have advanced considerably. As described previously, current
plans entail the reopening of several sites along the Antony-Paris axis. Despite this, Chemetoff's
plan is still relevant, for what it called for in the long term is now taking shape with work such as
the Park des Prds in Fresnes.
The new park in Fresnes, initiated by the Agglomeration Val de Bievre, contains a 200-
meter meandering stretch that siphons water from the Bievre Collector, filters it, and releases it
within a three-hectare park. This space provides potential as a retention basin in periods of
inundation. According to one of the landscape architects responsible for the design, "the project
was a question of giving back the stream its liberty.. .the space today provides a place of
respiration in the middle of the town"9 1. The project aims to improve water quality, recreate the
stream bed and "natural" banks, and transform a brownfield into a landscape providing several
different environments. The project's challenges/objectives included:
* the development of a natural site in a densely populated area 10 kilometers from Paris,
* the creation of an expansion zone for flood waters,
e the reintroduction of flora and fauna characteristic of the Bievre,
* the installation of natural maintenance techniques (auto-purification, oxygenation, aquatic
life, etc.) and
* the development of paths for hikers and walker
The Agglomeration Val de Bievre received the Grand Prix de l'Environnement among the cities
of Ile-de-France in 2003 for this "innovative, remarkable action" and for its political engagement
in the environmental domain.92 In light of the measures of successful stream restoration
described in Chapter One, the project's true success is dependent on the continuation of similar
efforts towards establishing continuity.
Sketches of Parc des Pris in Fresnes showing meandering Bievre achieved with the help of siphons
91 Landscape architect Nathalie Cadiou. "La Bievre sort de son dgout" 11 dicembre 2002
92 Grand Prix de 1'Environnement: http://www.environnement-villes.com/htmlI/2003/conclusionsgranjury.html
The opening of the Bievre in Massy and Verrieres by SIAVB involves an approach
similar to that used for the Parc des Prds in Fresnes. Here a constant amount of water from an
underground collector of the Bievre is released into a newly built streambed where it flows for a
few hundred meters before reentering the collector. The banks are lined with grasses and reeds
and marine habitat is slowly emerging. Due to the narrowness of the barrier between the stream
and a parallel street, run-off flows directly into the stream without much of a buffer. While the
stream provides an attractive roadside amenity for dog walking, it is not ecologically-functional.
This project consequently should not be considered a successful urban stream restoration, as its
accommodation of ecological functions is very limited.
Images taken along section of Bievre daylighted in 2000 in Massy- Verrieres
Georges Farhat refers to the landscape approach being applied to the new projects along
the Bievre, equivalent to filling in segments of nature into the urban fabric, as kitsch. He instead
favors Chemetoff's scheme for a system that would mark the terrain, thus improving public
awareness and freeing up spaces along the Bievre for future projects. However, this ignores
Chemetoff s intentions for the future. In the fifteen years since his plan's creation, some parcels
have become developable and groups such as the Agglomeration Val de Bievre have become
involved in doing just that. While such projects as the Park des Pris may be kitsch now because
they rely on mechanical systems to clean and pump water, they continue to mark the traces of the
Bievre and as part of the long term contribute to the Bievre's greater continuity in the future.
Ignoring that ecological integrity can't happen over night, Farhat insists that "we're creating
stains of green earth linked to infrastructure".93 Open spaces are construed as zones against
intensive urbanization, which should continue to be encouraged along the Bievre.
The challenge is distinguishing between the projects whose objectives are purely
aesthetic and kitsch and those whose objectives appear kitsch yet are part of a long-term plan of
ecological achievement. One major factor in distinguishing between these two types is assessing
the terrain to determine the feasibility of an ecological restoration. Another factor is examining
if false hope is perpetuating the myth that the stream will one day be reopened in its entirety.
Would projects like the Park des Prds be created otherwise? Should the Bievre be used to
garnish pocket parks that will never be part of a larger continuous stream system?
Evaluation of the ecological intentions of the work carried out until now on upper reaches
reveals an erratic attention to ecological functions. While centuries of neglect were identified in
the previous chapter as the cause for the Bievre's demise, recent efforts to reverse damages are
constrained by continued urbanization. The projects that have been realized are commendable,
but why hasn't greater ecological functionality been achieved? The creation of the Union
Renaissance of the Bievre and Mixed Syndicate and collaboration between various public
entities testify to the presence of a comprehensive approach. The charter and statutes laid out by
the Union and the Mixed Syndicate show that clear objectives for the stream's entire course have
been developed. The lack of greater attention to ecological functions could merely be the nature
of a very constrained urban fabric, overburdened with infrastructure that makes stream recovery
extremely problematic. The added challenge of purifying numerous unidentified sources of waste
water exacerbates the problem. Yet the mere definition of what is considered ecological can also
be pinpointed. Ecological integrity, in the sense described in Chapter One, may not be feasible.
The Plan Vert, or Green Plan, of 1995 outlined the creation of a greenway along a covered Train
Grand Vitesse (TGV, Speed train) line running parallel to the Bievre . While the stream's
restoration was considered a priority at the time, its future remained uncertain. The tracks for the
TGV line already existed, making a greenway feasible here. Attention to the need for open
spaces for recreation and air was paid, but the potential for creating an ecological stream corridor
passed up.
93 Farhat, p. 18
9 Conseil R6gional d'Ile-de-France, Plan Vert Rigional d'Ile-de-France, October 1995, p. 170-71
Towards a Parisian Restoration
The Conseil Regional's main research division, the Institut d'Amdnagement et
d'Urbanisme d'Ile-de-France (IAURIF, Institute of Development and Urbanism of Ile-de-France
Region, has been involved in many environmental projects, such as the Plan Vert, within the
Bievre Valley. Their regional approach to the Bievre's Parisian restoration will be compared in
the next chapter to the city's main research bureau, the Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme (APUR).
Both play important roles in defining the institutional context in which the Bievre is found.
The following map shows segments of the Bievre already being restored and those determined
capable of restoration in the near future. Both the Massy-Verrieres segment and the Parc des Pris
in Fresnes are marked with red cross-hatching.
Projets d'amdnagement au long de la Bievre (document IAURIF).
S'y ajoute le classement, en instance, des zones naturelles de la vallid, entre Bouviers et Verrieres-le-Buisson.
Recent history in the Bievre Valley testifies to the attention paid to creating a separate
network for rain and waste water, creating opportunities along the Bievre for recreation and
natural habitat, and working towards its greater potential in the future to becoming a self-
sustaining system in the most urbanized portions. Although urbanization continually threatens
the Bievre valley, a system is now in place to prevent the reoccurrence of past destruction, be it
floods or overdevelopment of the streambed. The unification of communes and associations
ensures this.
To uncover the Bievre south of Paris is a colossal undertaking involving the purification
of over 50 smaller streams that feed into the Bievre Collector. Water quality below the accepted
norms for open-air exposure poses an enormous task for restoration efforts from Antony to the
Seine. The numerous outlets emptying wastewater into the Bievre must be treated or eliminated
before water becomes safe for public exposure. The progress made thus far is perhaps the best
gauge for how the project will evolve for its final leg.
The rehabilitation of the Bievre is a massive coordinated effort to protect the natural
environment of the Bievre valley, to improve the management and sustainability of its sanitation
system, and to protect the best interests of those residing in the area. The continual efforts to
preserve the natural environment from the expanding city have been effective in conserving land
and in stimulating support to restore the Bievre deeper and deeper into urbanization. Chapter
Four will examine how this message has been interpreted by those working on the Parisian
segment.
Chapter 4: La Bievre: Evaluating ecological functions of Parisian plans
Recent restoration efforts along the Bievre and the regulatory context in which they
reside were integral in giving rise to current plans to recreate the stream in Paris. As stated in the
objectives of the Mixed Syndicate and the Union of the Associations for the Bievre's
Renaissance, the restoration of the Bievre in Paris is a priority. In light of the difficulty in
reworking the hydrological system upstream, the stream's restoration is Paris was seen as a
potential catalyst for the immediate suburbs. Supported by the Regional Counsel, several
studies were carried out by its research department at the (JAURIF).95 In 2000, former Paris
Mayor Tiberi supported the project and requested a study from the city's planning agency, the
Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme (APUR).96 This chapter will examine this plan in light of
restoration efforts upstream and then introduce the Institut d'Amdnagement et d'Urbanisme de
la R6gion Ile-de-France's study on the feasibility of the Bievre's restoration in Paris. Based on
the ecological functions presented in Chapter One, the success of these approaches will be
measured.
La Renaissance de la Bievre a Paris, Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme
APUR's plan calls for the creation of three reaches of the Bievre in Paris's 5th and 13th
arrondissements: within the Park Kellermann and Square Rend-Le Gall and along two streets
near the Museum of Natural History. The project proposes the partial restitution of the Bievre
with two objectives. The first, labeled "environmental," would allow Bievre water to empty into
the Seine in a "natural" way instead of being sent to the Acheres 97 purification station as it is at
present. The second, termed as an "urbanistic, landscape and cultural objective," would create in
Paris a new "natural" and landscaped path at the scale of the promenade plantie of Bastille-
Vincennes, destined to be prolonged outside of Paris to the Bievre's source.98 According to the
plan, this course could be enhanced with a pedagogical presentation of the history of the places
along it while simultaneously serving as a bike path.
95 See Glossary
96 See Glossary
97 This is France's largest water purification facility, treating 75% of the Parisian agglomeration's wastewater. It is
located to the northwest of Paris, along the Seine near the Foret de St. Germain.
98 This promenade opened a former train viaduct to pedestrians when it was completed in 1999. It is termed a
coulde verte http://www.promenade-plantee.org/. The labeling of this project as naturel by APUR is revealing in
terms of APUR's perception of natural. What is natural about creating a greenway on a former train viaduct?
The APUR pan explains that the modifications made in the nineteenth century to the
geography of the capital permit only a partial open-air restitution of the Bievre within Paris intra
muros". Embankments and building construction realized in the 13th arrondissement buried the
Bievre's traces beneath them, as described in Chapter Two. APUR, consequently, chose three
sites owned by the city where the Bievre could be uncovered. The most space is available to
recreate the stream on these sites and the ground level has remained reasonably unchanged since
the nineteenth century, with little or no embanking having occurred. 100
Renaissance de a Bivr- The project of "Renaissance
of the Bievre" in Paris.
-the annex of the National
Museum of Natural History,
near the rue Buffon
(uppermost site)
-the Square Reni Le Gall and
the rue Berbier du Mets, until
boulevard Arago (center)
-the Park Kellerman and its
environs until the Poterne des
Peupliers (lower site)
the broken blue line
k N<' j represents the Bievre's
517 former course, with the
continuous line showing
proposed daylighted sections
the orange line represents a
continuous bicycle path
* within the peripheral highway, which replaced the Enceinte de Thiers beginning in 1960
oo Personal Interview, Olivier Richard, APUR, February 13, 2004
In total, 2300 meters of the Bievre's former traces will be exposed to daylight in two different
treatment types. The first is a sort of canal treatment with fencing surrounds that would be
applied to sites where little space is available, such as along streets. The second treatment is a
more "natural" type with vegetation-covered stream banks that could be realized within the two
parks and on the Museum's property.
Above: Proposal for rue de la Poterne des
Peupliers: canal treatment of the Bievre serves
as a fence to the Park Kellermann.
Right: Natural treatment of the Bievre within the
Park Kellermann
The plan proposes a thread to complement these sites with a promenade linking them
along the buried traces of the stream. This thread would take the form of a two-lane continuous
bicycle path which would connect the Bievre's source to its confluence with the Seine. This
cultural and recreational route envision was foreseen to include a redevelopment of adjacent
public spaces (via limitation of automobile traffic and parking, tree plantings, etc.) and to be
accompanied by an interpretative signage program and public welcoming spots with a small
museum, bike rentals, etc. As these propositions have strong local implications, the plan
suggests that they be made the object of large public collaboration. The modifications of public
space involving the narrowing of streets and reduction of parking make room for the new bicycle
path are in coherence with the politics of reducing traffic in the city.'0 '
101 Traffic reduction has become a major objective in Ile-de-France via the Plan de Ddplacement Urbain, 2000 See
http://www.pduif.org/
The project proposes the restitution of two reaches of the Bievre within the Park
Kellermann which correspond to the stream's formerly divided course. The combined Bievre
morte (dead) and Bievre vive (alive) will measure 800 meters. The stream will emerge from
waterfalls in a cave near the peripheral highway and immediately divide into two. Both branches
will have vegetation-covered banks within the park,
but one will turn into a steep-sided canal when outside
the park. The square Rend Le Gall will also see the
restitution of both reaches of the Bievre, though rather
than traversing the park, the reaches will border it,
following a path similar to their historic course.
The stream will run as a canal beside the
historic buildings of the Manufacture des Gobelins
along the rue Berbier du Mets, where a new streambed
will be built upon the collector which replaced the old
streambed. Next, the plan proposes the redevelopment
of the Bievre's traces within the Museum of Natural
History's annexes where its daylighting could "restore
a veritable ecosystem" along a 400-meter stretch.
Proposed reaches along Park Le Gall
Proposed reach along rue Berbier du Mets
The last segment of the plan proposes the creation of a new outlet for the Bievre next to
the Pont d'Austerlitz near the historical confluence of the Bievre and the Seine. APUR considers
this an opportunity to develop a portion of the Seine's banks more naturally than elsewhere.
The plan includes a hydraulic feasibility study that details potential solutions to supplying
the Paris reaches with water from the Bievre upstream. Based on the previous decision
identifying the location of the new reaches, it examines several variants which were compared by
a public water management agency.' 0 2 The feasibility study concluded that the supply of each
reach must permit water flow at a speed of 10cm/s in an artificial bed of three meters in width by
0.5 meters in depth, which necessitates a rate of flow of 150 1/s. 103 A supply that is at least
partially water from the Bievre was used as a base hypothesis, as this criterion was made explicit
in the project objectives. It was supposed that the rate of flow of the stream at the entrance to
Paris would remain identical to the actual rate of flow of the Bievre within the deversoir104,
which is between 600 and 700 1/s in winter (outside flood periods) and only 200 1/s or less in
summer. The rate of flow necessary at the head of the new system is only 200 1/s, which can be
provided by the Bievre deversoir. Water loss due to leaks and evaporation were calculated at
fifteen 1/s per reach, supposing the streambed would be concrete or stone-lined to provide good
waterproof quality.
Transfert: Transfert: Rejet en Seine:
1601/s 1301/s 115 1/s
DN 350-' DN 350 DN 300 DN 300
Traitements D
amont DM 350 ; ;
DNSo DDN So00 D seine
Alimentation Bivre: Recirculation : 300 /s Recirculation : 300 /s Recirculation 150 Vs
200 I/s
Parc Kellermann Square R. Le Gall Musium
d'Histoire Naturelle
Figure showing the hydraulic solution retained for the three open reaches 105
102 This agency is called the Socidtd Anonyme de Gestion des Eaux de Paris (SAGEP). Its mission is to produce
and transport the potable water consumed daily by Parisians. www.sagep.fr/
103 Although not detailed in the plan, these calculations were based on the stream's degree of decent, evaporation
and absorption rates. (Bruno Tassin, Gestion Durable des Hydrosystemes, Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussdes,
Spring 2004)
104 See Glossary. This word is most often translated as spillway, yet in this case a deversoir is a covered, constant
spillway that is not only in operation during overflow periods. For this reason it will continue to be referred to as a
deversoir.
10s APUR, p.25
APUR illustrates how water from the Bievre deversoir will be captured at the entrance of
Paris and transported to the Seine via various conduits. Bievre water will be first treated in a
purification system beneath the Park Kellermann. According to SAGEP, this treatment is
necessary to ensure water quality that is clear, healthy for public contact and marine life and
maintainable during rainy periods. For each of the redeveloped sites, a system to supply the
reaches with recycled water will be put in place. Purified Bievre water will be transported inside
pipes within existing collectors from the treatment plant to each of the reaches. Water within
each reach would then be recycled and supplemented by limited amounts of replacement water
(15 1/s per reach for compensating loss). A pipe placed in the deversoir would supply the outlet
into the Seine and permit a residual rate of flow of 15 1/s. As the cost of the water treatment
station represents 37% of the total investment in the project, reduction in its size or altogether
removal would be advantageous. As described in the last chapter however, the quality of Bievre
water upstream must first be made satisfactory for alimenting public parks.
The three other variants were rejected for various reasons. The first involved creating a
continuous flow of the Bievre's water from the entrance to Park Kellermann to the Seine with no
recycling involved. Its result was considered to be identical to the retained solution with a 30%
greater cost and a required flow of 400 l/s, which would not be available in the summer months
without tapping the Seine for non-potable water. The other two solutions involved varying
combinations of Bievre water and non-potable water pumped from other sources. They did not
correspond to the objectives laid out at the beginning of the study or to the demand of the
associations.
The Absence of Ecological Functions
This project essentially aims to recreate portions of the Bievre along its historic traces in
a very modest and reserved manner, all while calling the project a "renaissance". While it
responds to the associations' objective of creating an opportunity for recreation and exhibiting
the stream's cultural significance, it pays very little attention to the ecological functions that
characterize streams and fails to insinuate that the Bievre will be reborn. First and foremost, the
plan does not establish a continuous flow from the entrance to Park Kellermann to the Seine.
APUR's own environmental objective of "allowing water to empty into the Seine in a natural
way" is not achieved. Although water from the Bievre will be used to supply each reach, this
water will not flow continuously but rather circulate within its respective area before being
emptied into the sewer system10 7 . This would restrict marine habitat to certain reaches. While
the vegetation-covered banks combined with clean flow of water may allow some life forms to
persist, very little species movement will be possible.
APUR's attention to the stream's hydrological cycle is equally deficient. A permeable
stream bed would greater serve the stream's hydrological cycle than a concrete or stone-lined
one by allowing water to be stored in the ground. Water from the surroundings could also be
diverted into the stream. In the Swiss Brook Concept, water is collected from roof runoff and
routed into streams. The intention to create vegetation-lined stream banks may serve as pollutant
filtration and erosion prevention, though neither function is detailed in APUR's plan.
Several challenges are outside of the scope of this individual project, as they concern the
quality of the Bievre water as it enters Paris. The potential to reconnect the stream to its
watershed is difficult for this reason, requiring the opening of the Bievre immediately upstream.
Without sufficient water quality upstream, the integration of a purification station into Park
Kellermann is inevitable. This raises the issue whether it is not more logical to wait for water to
be cleaned upstream before carrying out a project in Paris. While Chapter Three highlighted the
restoration efforts underway, the Paris project may have to wait to avoid the construction of a
purification plant under Park Kellermann. This will be explored in Chapter Five.
Restauration et Aminagement de la Biivre dans Paris, Institut d'Amenagement et
d'Urbanisme de la Region Ile-de-France 10 8
The Ile-de-France region has been involved in the restoration of the Bievre in
collaboration with the communes it crosses and the different water management and
development agencieslo. With these partners, it founded the association Bievre Riviere Ile-de-
France in June 2000. The project to restore the stream is a regional one that engages numerous
partners which pose very contrasting problems, such as the preservation of the upstream course,
the reopening of the suburban portions, and the restoration of the Parisian segment. The city of
Paris, via the Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme, identified three sites where the Bievre could be
107 Perhaps this is their definition of natural?
108 Institut d'Am6nagement et d'Urbanisme de la R6gion Ile-de-France (IAURIF), Restauration et Aminagement de
la Bievre dans Paris (The Restoration and Development of the Bievre in Paris), 2003. To compare with the APUR
plan's title.
09 As described in previous chapter: Paris, four other departments of Val-de Marne, Essone, Yvelines, and Hauts-
de-Seine, 49 communes, the syndicates of SIAAP and SIAVB.
reopened in the city and proposed a hydraulic system using water from the Bievre, which was
detailed in the earlier part of this chapter. Simultaneously IAURIF prepared a study of the entire
Bievre valley in 1999 and a study on the upstream portion. Most recently, it prepared a study
comprising a historic atlas of the Bievre in Paris and a presentation of development principles for
the Bievre's Parisian traces, whose propositions reveal much greater attention to restoring
ecological functions to the Bievre.
Created in 2003 by landscape architect Pierre-Marie Tricaud, IAURIF's study takes a
comprehensive approach to the Bievre' s historic traces and potential restoration. Its introductory
text frames the problem and what is at stake in any urban stream restoration, with analysis of
various restoration approaches and their relation to nature." 0 Principles and solutions pertinent
to the Bievre in Paris and applicable to numerous other urban stream restorations are then
proposed. The study saves its descriptions for redevelopment of the Bievre in Paris for last,
which include, among others, the three sites identified by APUR. The project's objectives
involve the domains of nature and history consistent with the will of the associations and those
outlined by APUR. The desire to restore the stream entails both recreating natural milieu within
the urban environment as well as evoking its history.
A Natural and Living Stream
The IAURIF plan first sets out to identify the characteristics that make a stream natural
and living. It breaks these characteristics into four categories pertaining to the configuration of
the stream bed, the stream flow, and the degree of the stream's openness to air. The lateral
variation of stream bed ranges from a meandering form to a canalized bed. The vertical variation
of streambed concerns its height and the rate of water flow and ranges from very variable to
controlled, constantly in descent, or constantly horizontal. The stream flow can be gravitational
with or without falls or involve a system of siphons to direct it. The stream opening can be open-
air, encased in steep sides, covered under pressure (in a pipe) or covered and free-flowing (with
an air pocket at the surface). The following chart details each of these characteristics with
respect to their degree of naturalness and artificiality.I
110 As opposed to APUR, IAURIF examines the meaning of the word nature very early in its study. See "A Natural
and Living Stream".
"' IAURIF, pp. 5-8
This plan analyzes and classifies the degree to which each of the preceding factors
permits a natural and living stream. Natural is loosely defined as that which is reconstituted by
humans to resemble milieu outside of human influence; living is defined with biodiversity of all
different plant and animal species as the principal indicator. The table shows that for the factors
examined, the natural and living character of the stream have a direct correlation. The
accompanying text emphasizes that the artificial factors are not completely inert, or lifeless (such
as a covered stream with air pocket). Creating a living stream is less difficult than creating a
natural one, especially in an urban environment.
Applying Natural and Living Characteristics to the Bisvre
The previous examination determined the most natural and living features suitable and
attainable along the Bievre's Parisian course. While reestablishing a meander was deemed
impossible, certain areas of the stream could have wide banks and thus the possibility to
overflow. With regard to vertical variation, some flexibility in water level would be feasible
with controlled flooding. Concerning flow, gravitational flow was found essential to assure
biological continuity. Several other factors were analyzed in the plan, such as whether the
streambed should be reestablished in the exact location that it was buried. The stream bed's
location with respect to ground level was expected to vary in relation to its former position. The
anticipation of good water quality, which can move slowly, allows for a very slight descent in the
stream's course. This avoids raising the water level by pump, as proposed in the APUR plan.
With regard to the stream's opening, several types of course were envisioned: an accessible
stream (the most free-flowing), steep-sided and subterranean (the most restricted). Among the
features studied, the following were found applicable and desirable for the project: a fixed or
canalized stream bed, a controlled rate of flow and height, gravitational flow, and an open-air or
unpressurized underground course. These were determined compatible with each other and with
the desire to establish gravitational flow.
Comparison of hydraulic solutions to the Bievre's restoration
1-Flow parallel to the Bitvre with water from the Bibvre Collector
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Hydraulic Plan
The Institute d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme de la Rdgion Ile-de-France worked from
the Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme's hydraulic plans and a list of criteria formulated by the Union
Renaissance de la Bievre to establish continuous Bievre water flow from the collector at the
city's periphery to the Seine.'2 The Union's proposal called for the use of Bievre water alone,
but the interruption of continuity with the passage by pressurized canalization was seen to
severely (as seen in the APUR plan) compromise the stream's biological potential. For this
reason IAURIF went one step further in its plan by replacing the canalized passages by
underground channels at atmospheric pressure. Tricaud criticized the APUR plan in stating that
"its solutions can not in any case pretend to constitute a restoration of the Bievre, not even a
recreation of the stream."'3 As restoration implies bringing back a former state and a recreation
describes making something anew, Tricaud's criticism is accurate. The APUR plan does neither
of these things. For these reasons, the IAURIF plan concludes that an entirely gravitational and
continuous flow is essential in order to call the project a restoration of the Bievre. The IAURIEF
approach claims that is more respectful of the Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme's objective of
"allowing water to empty into the Seine in a natural way" than APUR is itself. The IAURIF plan
states that an uncovering of certain segments separated by canalizations (as proposed by APUR)
may constitute a primary stage, but only if a [complete] renaissance of the stream will be realized
later. 14
Stream Configuration
The IAURIEF plan's objective to create a gravitational flow imposes a uniformly
descending profile that constrains the stream bed's location. The water level within the stream
along its course must therefore be carefully considered. The Bievre will be open-air and steep-
sided for a large portion of its course. The open-air quality will allow for the oxygenation of the
water and thus promote cleaner, purer and more habitable water. This configuration has a
practical advantage in that the wet section (when not flooding) will be larger than that of a
shallow-dug stream or that of an underground conduit. Its capacity to stock flood waters is
therefore larger." 5
112 These criteria refer to the Union's Cahier des Charges, prepared in 2000. They were presented in Chapter Three.
"3 IAURIF, p.20
114 The long-term nature of the project will be discussed in Chapter 5
115 IAURIF, pp. 17-18
The plan details three potential stream configurations based on the depth and width of the
stream opening. The first, labeled the "accessible stream", has an opening that permits stream
banks of an angle less than forty-five degree from the ground level on each side. The opening, or
width of available space, is at least equal to the width of the stream plus the double of the depth.
As he stream is often three meters wide along these stretches, the opening must be seven meters
wide with a stream depth of two meters. A stream at two meters deep requires seven meters of
available space in order to have forty-five degree angle banks. The second configuration, labeled
the "steep-sided stream" is created when the opening does not permit stream banks of less than
forty-five degrees but allows creation of a trench that is not deeper than it is large. This occurs
when the width of the opening is less than twice and greater than half of the depth. The third
configuration is the "subterranean stream," which occurs when the opening does not permit a
trench as described above. This occurs when the width of the opening (minus stream width) is
less than half the depth. It is completely covered, but its unrestrained nature permits normal rate
of water flows and oxygenation."l6
Configurations of the Biivre
The "accessible stream" can be created when the stream bed is close to the actual ground
level and where the opening is sufficient in size. In the Park Kellermann, however, where the
required dimensions for the Bievre's gravitational flow puts the stream bed 3 meters below the
ground, it is possible to run the Bievre through a rocky gorge in lieu of creating a 9 meter-wide
valley. Outside of the three parks, there is hardly any public space large enough to accommodate
the accessible configuration, though two places could possibly become available in the future
after changes in the urban fabric occur. Within the parks, the stream can be developed in a rather
natural and living character in harmony with the gardens crossed: low accessible stream banks
and riparian vegetation." 7
The steep-sided stream is the result of the reduced size of the opening. The plan calls this
not inconvenient, but practical. As most sites of this type are in the street, the steep-sided nature
and consequent inaccessibility of the site will shelter the stream and its lively milieu from
agitation and risk. The passage of the stream between walls will not prevent the presence of
116 IAURIF, pp. 24-28
117 Ibid
aquatic vegetation, bird nesting spots, etc. One side can be very urban and the other very
natural."18
Subterranean sections of the stream can also have natural, authentic and attractive
elements. The essential thing is that the section is sufficiently sized to assure a free flow while
maintaining a pocket of air permitting the oxygenation of the water. The APUR plan proposes a
series of conduits to link the sections of the Bievre that would be open to the air. This plan on
the other hand proposes using old vaults created for the Bievre eighteenth and nineteenth
century, among others. Oversized for their role as local sewers, they were abandoned for
conventional sewer pipes. These vaulted areas would provide ample space for the Bievre and an
air pocket as well as permit natural light to pass through openings, or oculus zenithal.
Park-Promenade for the 21" Century
The IAURIF plan provides ample evidence of the feasibility of reestablishing an
ecologically-functional stream, but also commits to justifying the reasons for doing so. Recent
attention has been paid to increasing the amount of green space in the city with the creation of
three parks and several new promenades linking the center of the city the countryside.11 9
However, there are still several neighborhoods with no links to green spaces. Creating them is
difficult with little space available, but the Bievre's traces present one possible opportunity.
These traces could be used to link three small parks to create a "park-promenade" or "park-
stream". It could become a privileged place for recreation, fishing, etc. If not completely
uncovered, it could still become a favorable promenade. Among others, the plan refers to
Olmsted's Emerald Necklace as a precedent. 2 0
A Model of Ecological Engineering
This plan does not conceal its emphasis on water treatment using natural elements:
ground soil filtering, oxygenation by waterfall, and decantation by macrophytes within retention
basins are all described. The focus is on treating stormwater, not wastewater, and the interest is
as described partly pedagogic: ecological purification devices in the center of Paris would allow
many people to understand how the system functions and would promote it for other sites.
11 Ibid.
119 Parc de Bercy, Parc Andr6 Citroan, parc de la Villette, Promenade Plant6e and Coulde Sud
20 IAURIF, pp. 29-30
Certain steep-sided spaces could be enlarged to contain retention basins for decantation, or
separating water from sediment deposits. Rainwater would be received and treated here before
being released in to the Bievre. In the gardens such as Rend-le-Gall, small decanting basins
could be planted with reeds. While road run-off is filled with pollutants requiring several stages
of purification, roof run-off is much cleaner and could be stocked in cisterns and used to irrigate
vegetation alongside the stream. 21
The portions of the Bievre located within steep-sided trenches could present a great
advantage in terms of flood risks, as the steep sides would allow the water level to rise securely.
This flexibility of this configuration outperforms conduits in the case of rising water level. The
accessible stream is even more advantageous, as it offers a larger wet section than the conduit
and therefore a greater capacity to hold water. All floodable spaces situated between the habitual
level of the water and the ground level could become areas where flood waters could expand and
should be developed with this in mind. These spaces can even be creative, making places like
the Square Ren6-le-Gall itself a possible retention basin. The interest in carrying out such
projects is again pedagogic, as they would not absorb a flood in its entirety, but serve to show
that the Bievre could overflow without being dangerous. 122
This plan claims that the complete restoration of the Bievre will permit biological
continuity thanks to 1) the continuity, assured by gravitational flow without significant falls; 2)
the oxygenation, assured by the course that is mostly open-air or covered with an air pocket; 3)
the light, assured by the predominantly open-air course. According to the plan, the continuity of
natural milieu is essential to biodiversity, as it permits species to occupy different areas
responding to their needs at different stages in their lives. It ensures the intermingling of species
of animals and plants which results in greater fertilization and dispersal. The liaisons assuring
this continuity are called biological (wildlife) corridors. The continuity of airborne milieu can
permit minor interruptions, as the majority of animal species, even terrestrial, cross water courses
and inert spaces. These do not present challenges for pollen and seeds, which are transported by
wind, birds and insects. The continuity of aquatic milieu is more difficult to insure: in a forest-
like environment, ponds are linked by humid or shaded areas which permit the migration of
batrachians, but these conditions are not easily found in cities. As for entirely aquatic species, an
entirely aquatic continuity is essential, without crossing obstacles, with a sufficient oxygen level
12 IAURIF, pp.31-32
122 Ibid.
along the entire course, and nearby feeding areas. The water courses are habitually the principal
vectors of this continuity when they respect these conditions.1 2 3
Proposed Course for the Biivre in Paris
The IAURIF plan calls for the establishment of a continuous course of Bievre water from
the entrance to Paris to the Seine. Various methods are used to maintain a gravitational flow of
clean water throughout this course, including both above and below ground segments. The
scheme calls for the development of the three sites outlined in the APUR plan, as well as several
others. For the Park Kellermann, the recreation of only one reach is proposed because the other
(Bievre morte) would be too constrained by its surroundings. The Bievre vive would be
developed very close to its original stream bed (one to two meters above it instead of three to
five meters). The stream's depth would oblige it to cross the park in a steep-sided valley where
man-made rocks could create an ambiance reflecting a gorge.12 4
Other portions would be created where the stream would pass underneath the street in a
cave-like space. Water would not be subjected to pressure here, as air and sometimes light
would enter from above. Other portions would involve housing developments which could help
finance the cost of the stream's restoration. This portion at the Place de Rungis does not
correspond to the Bievre's historical traces, yet provides the only open space to recreate the
streambed. The Bievre's opening is also described within a 1960s housing superblock, ilot
Bievre (discussed in Chapter Two, page thirty-nine), which would attempt to reverse some of the
most recent destruction of the stream. The permission of property owners is the greatest
challenge here and for several along other sites the path.
The Square Rend-Le-Gall and Rue Berbier-du-Mets are two sites targeted in the IAURIF
plan as in the APUR plan. Like Park Kellermann, however, they are modified to account for the
gravitational flow, which influences the level at which the stream bed is dug out, and greater
attention to ecological functions. This square offers a unique opportunity as the site where the
ground level is closest to the stream's original bed. Adjacent to the square is the Rue Berbier-du-
Mets, one of the streets which follows the Bievre's former course (Bievre vive). Here the
original streambed and bank still exist, covered with a simple vault from 1864 to 1897 for use as
m IAURIF, pp. 24-28
124 Ibid, pp.49-78
a local sewer. While the APUR plan calls for the creation of a new streambed above this vault,
the IAURIF plan proposes to uncover the original streambed.
The stream's restoration within the annexes of the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle is more
developed than that outlined in the APUR plan. Here the remarkable and spontaneous nature of
the trees and plants along an alley closed to the public giving have potential to create another
"accessible" stream. From this section the Bievre runs through the Jardin des Plantes before
entering the Seine. As this large open space provides ample opportunity for the Bievre's most
unconstrained form, it outperforms APUR's option which ran the stream through more confined
spaces in order to keep it closer to its historic course. This is congruent with other parts of the
plan, which are less attentive to following the Bievre's traces exactly than to recreating an urban
stream. He justifies this with the fact that stream courses shift over time and therefore do not
need to be maintained within one of the streambeds that they occupied in time.12 5
Integration of Ecological Functions
The plan of the Institut d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme de la Region Ile-de-France
represents an ecological approach to reestablishing a stream in an urban environment. Despite
the absence floodplain along the majority of its course, the stream's configuration allows it to
successfully carry out numerous ecological functions. It meets the criteria established in Chapter
One that a stream should be:
1) A stream should be continuous, part of a network of streams and connected to
its watershed
2) A stream should provide for the hydrological cycle (movement of water
through air, soil, plants via evaporation-precipitation-absorption): exchange
between groundwater and stream flow
3) A stream should provide for pollutant filtration and erosion prevention
4) A stream should provide habitat for fish and wildlife (vegetation cover along
stream banks, water quality suitable for marine life)
Though the state of the Bievre upstream is still uncertain, IAURIF's plan would allow the Paris
stretches to provide for the hydrological cycle in various places along its course in the movement
of water through air, soil, plants and the exchange of groundwater. The section on ecological
engineering described how the stream will should provide for pollutant filtration and erosion
125 Ibid.
prevention and habitat for fish and wildlife. Ultimately, the plan demonstrates that the
constraints imposed by the dense urban fabric are not impossible to surmount.
With a comprehensive approach to restoring ecological integrity, exaggeration of the
suitability of an urban environment for natural processes and elements is very possible. Along
the entirety of the Bievre's course the degree of attention and respect for ecological integrity
proposed by IAURIEF is appropriate. The final segment of plan, however, where the Bievre
traverse the Jardin des Plantes before joining the Seine, is rather absurd. Here the plan proposes
the stream's passage into a newly created extension of the Museum of Natural History's
menagerie and zoo. The placement of wild animals within gorges with the possibility of beavers
to recollect the stream's etymology is entirely out of place and will only encourage criticism of
the likes of Georges Farhat decrying "kitsch!" A successful exhibition space, perhaps, but not a
stream.
Next Steps
This chapter presents two approaches to restoring the Bievre within Paris. The timeframe
for realizing such projects has been left out for examination in Chapter Five. In considering the
two plans, however, the one produced by IAURIF is clearly more responsive to the measures of
ecological functions presented in Chapter One. This plan shows how an ecologically-functional
Bievre in densely settled Paris could be realized. As in the upstream sections of the Bievre from
Antony to Gentilly, the feasibility of restoration is dependent on many factors, one being time.
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Chapter 5: The Future of the Bievre in Paris
Restoration efforts outside Paris and studies within the city testify to the challenge of
restoring ecological functions to the Bievre. Chapter Four demonstrates the technical feasibility
of achieving this in Paris in a manner compatible with the measures of success outlined in
Chapter One. While technical feasibility has been revealed, several other elements are
fundamental to the project's realization. Based on the components explored in the preceding
chapters, this final chapter will discuss the criteria for the implementation of the Bievre's
restoration in Paris. These criteria concern the project's political context, economic rationale,
and community support. The long-term nature of the project, its anticipated benefits, and its
consistency with recent restoration efforts upstream will be examined as well. Both the APUR
and IAURIF plans will be considered.
A Long-Term Project
A time frame suitable to the objectives, constraints and available resources of the
Bievre's restoration is crucial to success. IAURIF's technically feasible ecological restoration is
attributable to the long term nature of its approach. Compatible with recent efforts taken by the
Union of the Associations, the Intercommunal Sanitation Syndicate of the Bievre Valley
(SIAVB) and the 1991 study by Alexandre Chemetoff, the IAURIF approach envisions the
Bievre's restoration over several decades. Its chief author, Pierre Tricaud, emphasizes that
"sustainable development now obliges the anticipation of a project's consequences over an
undetermined duration. A stream restoration project such as this one can only be envisioned in
the long term".126 He explains that more than forty years was necessary to completely cover the
Bievre in Paris (from 1868 to 1912), so the inverse should take just as long. The project should
begin today and be spread out over the next 40 years, which is a way to dilute the project's costs.
Spread out over forty years, the annual cost of a complete restoration would be no greater than
that of reopening the three sites proposed by APUR in one term or what was spent for the last
two Parisian parks (Andre Citroen and Bercy). "It would be regrettable to declare too quickly
that an option is unrealistic when it is only not realizable in the short or medium-term."' 27
126 IAURIF plan, p. 23
127 Ibid
Part of the long term plan involves coordinating projects with others, especially those on
public property. On private property, new projects could help finance the cost of the restoration.
The plan calls for the creation of a new stream bed on the site of the old Rungis market. The
importance of this project should prevent the city from initiating works that would render it
difficult to achieve in the future. The principle of sustainability---to respond to the needs of
present generations without compromising the capacity of future generations to respond to their
needs---must lead to avoid such works and to weigh their consequences. Tricaud calls for
protective arrangements right away so as to not compromise the future. He states that the Plan
Local d'Urbanisme is the occasion to make these arrangements, as it will permit better
visualization of the future form of the city.128 IAURIF's plan also considers the possibility of
only the sections identified by APUR (namely Park Kellermann, Square Rend-Le-Gall, etc.)
being realized. In this case, Tricaud insists that the potential gravitational flow still be kept in
mind so as to keep open the option of a complete restoration in the future. "It would be
unfortunate to begin the renaissance of the Bievre by works that would have to be redone later in
pursuit of complete restoration." 129 In the end, the IAURIF study presents a best-case scenario
showing the feasibility of an ecological approach. The APUR plan could draw inspiration from
this plan in applying ecological functions, including the long-term potential to open the stream
outside the three sites selected along its course and to plan for the continuous and gravitational
flow of Bievre water from source to mouth.
In light of long term, the nature of short term projects must be carefully considered.
Opening segments of the stream such as those proposed in APUR's plan are not acceptable
unless they are part of a long-term goal that involves connecting them. The same challenge is
seen upstream: will the Parc des Prds one day be linked to other segments? Such segments are
most precarious with regards to their supply of Bievre water. The installation of a water
treatment plant beneath Park Kellermann would provide treated water to opened Parisian
sections, but at high cost. One alternative would be to delay work in Paris until upstream flow
has been rid of polluted runoff.
128The Plan Local d'Urbanisme, referred to as the PLU, is in the process of being adopted by the city of Paris. It will
fix urban planning guidelines for the next 20 years, including new construction, existing buildings, space
occupation, preservation and patrimony. Mairie de Paris, Plan Local d'Urbanisme: Construire avec vous l'avenir de
Paris, May 2004.
129 IAURIF plan, p. 21-23
Potential Benefits
The benefits of a Bievre restoration in Paris vary depending on the scope of the project.
While the APUR plan is limited, it still guarantees symbolic value, enhanced recreational
opportunities, and the potential to catalyze upstream projects by showing the Bievre's
importance to the city. The IAURIEF study, however, greatly expands on these benefits by
creating habitat for wildlife, increased appreciation for nature among city-dwellers, improved air
quality, natural filtration of runoff and conservation of resources. Most of all, its approach
creates a new environment that improves rather than degrades over time. The more the natural
environment is restored, the less it will require maintenance. As the stream flow is reestablished
and wildlife returns, the importance of keeping up the built environment will diminish.
In consistency with recent restoration efforts upstream, restoring the Bievre in Paris may
catalyze greater support for reworking the complex suburban hydrological system. The Bievre
has a course to run and should be given an appropriate termination. Leaving its water in
pressurized underground tubes does not do justice the restoration efforts further upstream and is
not a sustainable long-term solution. In addition, the city is in need of natural open space (Paris
is one of the European capitals that offers the least amount of square meters of green space per
habitant: Paris: 13m 2 : London 45m 2 , which the Bievre restoration could change. 30
While these benefits are related to the achievement of some form of ecological integrity,
others are equally rewarding in other ways. The investment in the neighborhoods traversed by
the project is likely to spawn increased property values and thus attract greater investment.
Some additional benefits of daylighting urban streams include beautifying neighborhoods,
perhaps serving as a focal point of a new park or neighborhood revitalization project; benefiting
nearby businesses by creating a new amenity that attracts people to the area; reconnecting people
to nature through the look, feel, and smell of open water and riparian vegetation and through
contact with aquatic and streamside creatures; and giving people a sense of "setting right
something we messed up." 131 As shown in Chapter One, daylighting practices are increasingly
common as their benefits become recognized.
130 Mairie de Paris, Renaissance de la Bievre A Paris, October 2002.
131 Rocky Mountain Institute, Daylighting, p.IV-V
Examining Incentives
Examining other urban stream restoration projects reveals that the incentives for carrying
out a project are often vital to their success. While the benefits of revalorizing an urban stream
in an ecological way were important for the three following projects, other elements were also
crucial. Consideration of these elements may provide the justification for realizing a project or
abandoning it altogether.
Several triggers were crucial to the restoration of Cheonggyecheon Stream in Seoul that
has been underway since 2003, but the economic incentives were the most influential. Above all
else, the economic development potential alongside a restored stream was anticipated to be
significant. This potential was due to the poor condition of the elevated highway covering the
stream (and pressing need to dismantle it) and easy displacement of neighborhood residents
(among Seoul's most economically disadvantaged) facilitated the project's execution. With the
highway gone and a stream in its place, historic neighborhoods will be replaced with financial
centers. Evidently, the ability to greatly increase the area's economic potential provides the
financial means for funding the stream restoration. Also important to consider is the city's recent
commitment to environmental quality, which provided further rational for daylighting the
stream. Ultimately, however, other incentives were in place to make this economically viable.1 3 2
The Swiss Brook Concept was developed in response to flooding problems resulting from
increased urbanization. Heavy rains and snow melt from the adjacent Alps necessitated a new
approach to water direction in Zurich that did not risk pipe rupture and building damage. The
combined ease of uncovering many streams and progressive approach to nature reclamation were
fundamental to the concept's development. While covered streams can be found in many
countries, Switzerland's approach to the problem is part of its progressive eco-consciousness,
related to all forms of sustainable development.133
Interest in daylighting the Vieille Mer began in the 1990s and has progressed to a
contemporary restoration plan scheduled for execution in 2005. Among the incentives that have
prompted the Department of Water and Sanitation of Seine-Saint Denis to pursue the project are
its potential to unite disparate disadvantaged suburbs of Paris, to daylight water that has already
been treated and to provide an opportunity for collaboration between urban designers,
hydrologists and engineers. The combined benefits of the project on the neighborhoods
132 Cheonggyecheon Stream video, website
133 Swiss Brook Concept
traversed and feasibility resulting from the presence of unembanked water flow close to the
surface greatly contributes to the project's realization.' 34
The three previous cases present a combination of extenuating circumstances and feasible
solutions made possible by economic, political, or environmental incentives. In light of this, the
restoration of the Bievre in Paris could be perceived as less critical and less realizable than all
three of these cases. While Paris, like Zurich, could benefit from uncovering its stream for water
filtration purposes, it does not have the flooding problems that Zurich had. Similarly, the
economic potential along the Cheonggyecheon Stream in Seoul is neither present nor sought for
the Bievre or for Paris. Further, the social cohesion potential of the Vieille Mer in Seine-Saint
Denis does not appear necessary in the 5 th and 13 th arrondissements. Alternatively, examination
of the APUR plan elucidates the city's sole interest in exploiting the stream for its aesthetic
value. Though the environmental history illuminates the extent of the Bievre's destruction and
exploitation, it does not alone justify restoration. An ecologically functional Bievre may be
feasible and desirable in Paris, but at this time no adequate rationale justifies the reinsertion of a
stream that has been erased from the city's fabric for decades. There are many other less
expensive, less intrusive ways to integrate ecological functions in the city. Other parts of the
Bievre upstream are more appropriate targets for restoration, where the stream's restoration
could provoke economic development, beautify a neighborhood, or become a uniting thread for
several communes.
Political context
Political support for the Parisian project has fluctuated since it was first introduced. In
2000, former Paris Mayor Tiberi (UMp135) supported the project and requested the APUR study,
attributable to heavy lobbying from the Union Renaissance of the Bievre and support from the
Regional Council of Ile-de-France. Current mayor Bertrand Delano6's (PS136) subsequently
supported the project at his inauguration in 2001, but his administration's commitment to it
waned within the first two years in office. After a two year period of public consultation, the
plan has yet to be finalized and a design competition scheduled for 2003 has yet to take place.
134 Interview with Thierry Maytraud, Direction of Water and Sanitation, General Council of the Department of
Seine-Saint Denis, April 1, 2004.
135 Union Mouvement Populaire. Mainstream conservative political party, same as French President Jacques Chirac.
136 Parti Socialiste
Nevertheless, the city still expects work to begin in 2007 to realize the project outlined in
APUR's study. According to the Office of the Deputy Mayor of the 13 Arrondissement, the
City views the IAURIF plan as a study of what the ideal form for the Bievre could be, but is not
seriously considering its implementation, in part because it requires consultation with too many
stakeholders outside of city property.138 The City recognizes the need to restore the Bievre for
its symbolic value, but is not prepared to invest in a long-term project. It argues that the
project's most important components-providing an outlet for the Bievre into the Seine and a
symbolic trace of its history-constitute an adequate approach in light of substantial constraints.
Community support for the Bievre's renaissance was engaged with the widespread
dispersal of a brochure highlighting the project in 2002. Created by the city and APUR, the
brochure was presented at town hall and distributed to every household in the 5 th and 13th
arrondissements. It reads:
"This exposition is destined to present to you the objectives and orientations
proposed for the renaissance of the Bievre in Paris. This step was approved by
deliberation of the Paris Counsel on July 8, 2002 and is engaged in application of
articles L 300 1+2 and R 300-1 of the Code d'Urbanisme. It is justified by its
symbolic character, nature and the scope of the projected work." Residents were
invited to give their suggestions at town hall of the 5th and 1 3th arrondissements
for a period of one month. There were also two public hearing "in order to debate
and exchange on the project".139
A tally of the suggestions and organization of a European competition was previewed for early
2003. The competition aimed to permit the establishment of a master plan of public spaces and
produce sketches of plans for sites for reopening the Bievre from Park Kellermann to the Seine.
It called for work starting in 2005, but the competition has yet to be initiated. The results of the
suggestions have yet to be made public, contrary to the exposition's descriptive.
The Union Renaissance de la Bievre views the APUR plan as the city paying false piety
to its cause. After agreeing to carry out the project, it now wants to invest as little as possible to
please those supporting it. In a letter to Mayor Delano6, Union President Alain Cadiou reminds
the mayor of his support for the Bievre project during municipal elections, which resulted in a
major increase in the Union's membership from residents of neighborhoods where the Bievre
137 Interview with Madame Vernier, Office of Myriam Constantin, deputy mayor of 1 3 arrondissement, May 27,
2004.
138Far too many people would be affected according to Madame Vernier; consensus would be impossible.
139 Mairie de Paris, Renaissance de la Bievre a Paris, October 2002.
would first be uncovered. Two years later, however, during the inauguration for Exposition
Bievre140 at the 13 th arrondissement town hall, Deputy Mayor Myriam Constantin indicated that
the Bievre's reopening was no longer on the agenda. Instead, the Bievre would be evoked by a
landscaped path of some sort. Mr. Cadiou suspects that the city decided to abandon the Bievre's
reopening due to poor water quality upstream. As a former technician of the Water Agency
Seine Normandy, he determined that 98% of the pollution of the Bievre upstream comes from
only 5 of the 667 secondary streams feeding into it. He confirmed with the Parisian Sanitation
Syndicate (SIAAP) that eliminating these polluting factors is feasible. In a letter to the mayor,
he concluded that "the reopening [of the Bievre in Paris] has therefore nothing to do with
insurmountable technical or financial constraints; it depends only on the will to do it or not". He
subsequently requested a meeting of all concerned, which he was not granted. 141
Addition resistance to the Bievre restoration exists. One of the authors of the most recent
publication on the Bievre, Sur Les Traces de La Bievre Parisienne, stated in a widely-read
newspaper that "the Bievre is dead and buried, leave it peace." 4 2 Many others believe that
because the stream has not only been buried but embanked and built upon, it should not be
uncovered. The difficulty in recreating the stream is seen as too substantial and the extent of the
work far too costly. According to Alain Cadiou, the Green Party and its numerous elected
officials in the mayor's office are also against the project, favoring investment elsewhere in the
city over the reopening of the Bievre. This political party has had considerable influence on the
mayor since his election in 2001.
The need for an economic rationale to pursue such an ambitious project as the Bievre's
restoration is altogether reasonable. The projected cost of APUR's plan, as of 2001, was roughly
40 million euros. The cost of IAURIF's plan was not made but planned to be spread over a long
period of time, as detailed earlier. The IAURIEF study states that urban planning often has a hard
time anticipating the long term due to the speed of changes, the instability of the economy, and
public politics which hesitate to engage actions whose results are not felt before long periods of
time.14 3 Union founder Marc Amboise Rendu confirmed that projects depend on the fiscal year
budget and the political will at the time. An administration is therefore less likely to invest in a
40 Exhibition begun by some of the Amis de la Bievre to raise awareness for their cause
141 Alain Cadiou, Letter to Mayor Bertrand Delano6, October 31, 2003.
142 Eric Le Mitouard, "La Bievre est morte et enterrde," Le Parisien, November 7, 2002.
143 IAURIF plan, p. 21-23
project whose results will not be felt during its term.144 This is plausible but uncertain, especially
given Paris Mayor Bertrand Delano6's aspirations to remain mayor or become President of the
Republic. 145
Conflict between APUR and IAURIF is one issue at the core of the argument over the
Bievre's Parisian restoration. According to several sources, APUR and IAURIIF are in
competition with each other; APUR being the city's research department for planning projects
and IAURIF the region's. IAURIF's regional approach to planning is more appropriate for
certain projects within the city. Involved with the Regional Council along the Bievre upstream,
IAURIF has a greater understanding of the global scale of the Bievre and its watershed. APUR,
on the other hand, concerns itself strictly with Paris proper. For this reason, it has very little
experience with projects dealing with the challenges of urban sprawl in Paris's rural and semi-
rural outskirts, where natural and protected areas are prevalent. IAURIF's study showing the
technical feasibility of an ecological approach in the long term has not been taken seriously by
the city. Its two suggestions for adapting APUR's plan-restricting construction on the Bievre's
former traces and providing for future gravitational flow-were ignored. Despite the city's
intention to increase green spaces in the city, it does not favor a return of an ecologically
functional Bievre stream in Paris. 146
According to the Union, the restoration of the Bievre is worthwhile if the APUR plan is
modified to include ecological functions and to plan for the continuous, non-pressurized flow of
Bievre water from source to mouth. This would involve including it in long-term plans to
prevent future development along its course. The Bievre's restoration is could also be seen as
worthwhile because it would provide enhanced recreational and learning opportunities while
being symbolic of the importance of nature and the ability of associations to act. This vision got
the project initiated by the mayor and the Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme, but its execution remains
uncertain.
144 Interview with Marc Amboise Rendu, Founder of Union of the Associations for the Renaissance of the Bievre,
March 23, 2004.
145 As shown in Delano6's involvement in the project for les Halles, investment in long term projects may be
beneficial to his political career. Sarah Whiting, "Paris Prepares to Take Back Its Belly", New York Times, June 13,
2004.
'
46Examination of the plan for the development of Bercy Park in the 12* arrondissement reveals that ecological
functions are often not a priority of APUR. Jacob Simpson, "Plan Parc de Bercy", Introduction to City Design and
Development, MIT, December 2002.
Ecological functions alone do not justify urban stream restoration
While the presence of ecological functions may measure the success of urban stream
restoration, it does not necessarily justify investment in such a project. The potential benefits of
daylighting an urban stream, the incentives of similar urban stream restoration projects in the
world, the political context surrounding the Bievre's restoration and the numerous advocates
supporting it are all pertinent to the project's realization. All of these factors must be weighed
when considering whether this project is worthwhile. Ultimately, debate over the project's fate
will continue until the Parisian political climate is ripe enough to make a decision. This does not
appear possible until the next mayoral term.
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Conclusion
The presence of ecological functions testifies to the health and integrity of any stream.
The incorporation of such functions into neglected, polluted, denaturalized urban water courses
is indicative of successful restoration. As a return to original state is not always possible,
however, projects that do not reestablish all ecological functions but accommodate some of them
are still commendable. Where certain city's dense urban fabric is too constrained to permit the
insertion of a completely natural stream, there are still ways to integrate come degree of
ecological functions, especially in considering the long-term possibility of restoration work.
Urban stream restoration projects that incorporate such functions have the potential to
change the way people experience the urban environment. By reintroducing flowing water,
reestablishing exchange with groundwater and recreating wildlife habitat, stream restoration
projects can reintegrate natural processes not usually found in cities. The presence of such
processes can improve urban life in numerous ways as well as foster greater human appreciation
of the natural world.
This thesis set out to identify key criteria in successful urban stream restoration, to
determine the degree to which ecological functions could be achieved in an urban environment,
and to examine how and why this should be achieved with the Bievre in Paris. Chapter One
establishes ecological functions as means of evaluation and examines their role in two cities that
incorporate them into their dense urban fabric. Chapter Two introduces the Bievre and describes
its excessive exploitation over two millennia, suggesting the need to restore it. Chapter Three
explores the evolutions and nature of the restoration efforts leading to the current project to
restore the Parisian stretch. Chapter Four examines attention to ecological functions in two
different approaches to the Parisian project. Chapter Five gives the current state of the project
and the elements on which its implementation depends.
The restoration of the Bievre in Paris is an extraordinary project to recreate a former
tributary of the Seine whose bed was utterly annihilated by successive embankments while its
flow was diverted to underground pipes. While the initial plan for the project by the Atelier
Parisien d'Urbanisme reveals very little attention to restoring the ecological functions of the
stream, the recent study by the Institut d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme de la R6gion Ile-de-
France acknowledges the benefits and feasibility of such an approach. Nevertheless, the
potential to recreate a stream accommodating the measures of successful stream restoration
outlined in Chapter One does not alone justify its execution.
Examination of the potential benefits and incentives for urban stream restoration shows
that such a project requires justification from numerous perspectives. While Parisian restoration
is favorable in light of decades of prior restoration efforts and proven feasibility, sufficient
political will for such an investment is lacking. This is unlikely to change unless greater human
benefits for disrupting the city's form are discovered and promulgated. Outside Paris, however,
where such benefits are already being realized, restoration efforts are likely to proceed.
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Glossary
Regional actors:
The Agence de l'eau Seine Normandie coordinates for development of all water bodies, potable
water and sanitation. The agency envisions the preparation and adoption of a Schema Directeur
d'Amenagement pour la Gestion de l'Eau (SDAGE). The agency is one of six in France, covering the
dipartements of Seine, Yvelines, Essonne, Hauts-de-Seine and Val-de-Marne as well as other
dipartements in the Parisian region and in Normandy. http://www.eau-seine-normandie.fr/
The Conseil Rigional d'Ile de France : The decentralisation law of 1982 created the RWgion, a
collective territory of dipartements grouped according to their economic and cultural interest.
Ninety-six dipartements are represented by 22 regions, with the Ile-de-France among them. The
Conseil Rgional is composed of a regional assembly, a cabinet and services as well as the regional
administration organized in different directions and services. One direction concerns the
environment, which supervises projects such the Bievre's restoration. http://www.iledefrance.fr/
The Institut d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme de la Region Ile-de-France (IAURIF): a public
agency managing the entire Parisian agglomeration. It has an environmental scope, as it aims to
promote sensible and sustainable urban growth within the region. La Vallee de la Bievre, 2002, and
Restauration et Aminagement de la Bievre in Paris, 2003 www.iaurif.org
Local actors:
The mission of the Societ4 Anonyme de Gestion des Eaux de Paris (SAGEP) is to produce and
transport the potable water consumed daily by Parisians. www.sagep.fr/
The Atelier Parisian d'Urbanisme (APUR) was created in 1967 by the Paris Council. Its mission
is to follow urban evolutions, to participate in the definition of development and its politics, the
elaboration of urban politics and urbanism documents, as well as in the preparation of projects at the
Paris scale. www.apur.org
The Communaute Agglomeration de Val de Bievre (Val de Bievre) regroups the communes of
Arcueil Cachan, Fresnes, Gentilly, L'Hay-les-Roses, Le Kremelin-Bicetre, and Villejuif. www.agglo-
valdebievre.fr
The Syndicat d'Agglomeration Nouvelle (SAN) regroups the communes of Elancourt, Guyancourt,
La Verriere, Magny-les-Hameaux, Montigny-le-Bretonneux, Trappes, and Voisins-le-Bretonneux.
http://www.san-sqy.fr/san/fo/fr/home/home.asp
Syndicat intercommunal d'assainissement de la vallee de la Bievre (SIAVB) was created in 1945
in response to resident concerns over the quality of the natural environment in the Bievre Valley and
its vulnerability to Paris's outward expansion. As a public agency monitoring nearly 20 kilometers
of the Bievre, it is involved in numerous projects concerning sanitation, recreation, and restoration
along the stream. http://www.siavb.fr/
Syndicat intercommunal pour l'assainissement de l'agglomdration parisienne (SIAAP) was
officially created in 1970 by the city of Paris, a public agency supervising the city's hydraulic and
sewer system exists since the mid-nineteenth century. In 1970 SIAAP became the owner and
manager of this entire system, which concerns Paris proper as well as portions of the surrounding
ddpartements. http://www.siaap.fr/
Syndicat mixte de la Bievre: Created in 1999, this syndicate targets the Bievre watershed, described
as uniting all tributaries and all spaces whose slope converges with the Bievre's stream bed. It
includes all actors, both passive and active, and exists to favor concertation and planning. One
objective is to create a regional planning and development plan for water to orient development in
the future. http://www.bievre.org/syndicatmixte/index.htm
Administrative division of land into Dipartements & Communes
Yvelines Guyancourt, Buc, les-Loges-en-Josas, Jouy-en-Josas, Saint-Quentin en Yvelines
Essonne Bievres, Igny, Verrieres le Buisson, Massy
Hauts de Seine: Antony, Bourg-la-Reine
Val-de-Marne : Fresnes, Arcueil, Cachan, l'Hay-les-Roses, Gentilly
Seine : Paris's 5* and 13* arrondissements
Terms
bief: Portion of canal or stream in which the hydraulic conditions remain uniform. Reach.
commune: Smallest local administrative division of territory, the commune is administered by a
municipal council. Equivalent of American municipality.
concertation: Action consisting of association under form of contacts and consultations of social
partners and syndicates for the elaboration of economic and social measures, often before
parliamentary debates.
decantation: The action of pouring off (the clear liquid of a solution) by gently inclining the vessel so
as not to disturb the lees or sediment; esp. in Chem. as a means of separating a liquid from a
precipitate.
d partement: Principal subdivision of executive, federal and cantonal power corresponding to the
ministry. Equivalent of American county.
dipollution: site clean-up
detention basin: A basin, usually surrounded by a dike or levee, which holds storm water runoff until
the receiving waters are low enough for the contained water to be discharged.
macrophyte: A (usually aquatic) plant visible to the naked eye.
PLU: The Plan Local d'Urbanisme is in the process of being adopted by the city of Paris. It will fix
urban planning guidelines for the next 20 years, including new construction, existing buildings, space
occupation, preservation and patrimony.
retention basin: A pond to hold stormwater and filter out sediment. Its purpose is to retain
stormwater runoff and to remove the majority of the sediment through settling, or decantation.
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